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Abstract 

Finite Element-based Cornputu Simulation of Motilty, 

Sorting anà Deformation in BioIogical Cek 

Cornputer simulations are an efficient and powerfitl tool f a  investigating the complex 

processes invdved in embryo mDlphOgexWs. A survey of the Iiterature shows that cornputer 

simulations have been applied at bath the tissue level a d  the c d  levei. Here, a mvd dl element 

is d d v d  to model individual epithelial cells. Apical microfilament bundies, microtubules, 

mtermdiate nlaments, adtiesions aad other cyt0skeietaI components are kluded in the model. 

The cd cytoplasm is assumed to be Mscous. Each ceil is allowed to w h g o  large &formations, 

but its area is k q t  amstant using a Lagrange multiplier. Cas cm reanange and thus change the 

topology withia the aggregate. This ceil eleni~rit is then d to model the behaviour of both 

homotypic and heterotypic cell aggregates. 

In one set of simulations, a sheet of homotypic cells is subjected to large strains. Reaction 

faces on the edge of the sheet are calculateû, and mmpated with analytical results. Significant 

shape changes and ce11 rearrangements are observed, The simulations show how bulk mechanicaI 

proQerties arise from subceilular structure, and provide a basis for sophisticated simulation 

models of an entire embryo. 

In addition, heterotypic ceIl aggregates consisting of two kincis of c d s  are investigated 

hprtanî  cell @monma, including cell sating, tissue spreadhg and checker-board formation, 

are simiiiated Some hyptkes  about th mechanisms of ce11 sorting and motility are tested. The 

simulation results agree with fundamental aspects of real di behavim. They also provide usefui 

insights into the behaviour of ernbqoaic cdls during mDcphOgenetic processes, and can serve as a 

gui& to fùture experimerits. 
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Chapter I - Introduction: Mechanics in Biology 

Introduction: 
Mechanics in Biology 

Like conventional mechanics, which is about stresses, deformations and 

movements of structures such as bridges and machines made of concrete and s ted this 

thesis is about stresses, deformations and movements, - but of biological structures: 

cells, tissues and embryos. Compared to any man-made structures and machines, these 

biological systems are extremely cornplex. They are made of highly dynarnic materials that 

have su b-components whic h are cons tantiy assembling and disassernbling , resulting in 

complicated constitutive relationships (ALberts et al.. 1989). Moreover, these structures 

are mostly imperceptible to human eyes. With the advent of new technologies, especially 

the arriva1 of the eiectron microscope, the structural details of embryos, tissues and cells 

have been revealed. Nevertheless, there are wide gaps in Our knowledge of their 

morphologies and their behaviours. This is where the biomechanics cornes into play, 

hoping to provide answers to fundamental questions such as: 

How do cells, tissues and their micro-structures interact with each other and give 

rise to various vital processes ieading to the formation of an normal embryo? 

What are the dnWig forces behind these activities? 

What are consequences of changes in these driving forces? 

The following sections elaborate the biological background and mechancal 

principles essentid to this research 
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1.1 Embryos, Embryonic Tissues and C e k  

1.1.1 Embryos 

An embryo is the juvenüe stage of an animai Within a short penod of tirne d e r  

fertilization, the egg nom which it started undergoes a series of very compiicated 

devebpmental processes to fonn a new anVnaL In order to generate a healthy anima a 

number of cmcial events have to occur in the perfect place, at the perfect the, and in a 

precise rnanner. In embryology, the morphogenetic process leading to the birth of a new 

individual is divided into six phases (Balinsky, 1981; Bordzilovskaya et al., 1989): 

garnetogemsis, fertiihîion, deavage, gastndation, organogenesis, and growth and 

historical differentiation (Figure 1.1). 

The first phase, gametogenesis begins with the ripening of an egg and the 

formation of the spermatozoon. It creates the conditions fiom which the subsequent 

embryogenesis starts. During the second phase fertiiization, an egg is activated by a 

sperm and it involves a number of rather independent biological and physiological 

processes. The egg and the spem korn both parents are united through a very finely 

adjusted mechanism. The spenn h d s  the egg and fuses with it. A fertilized egg is then 

ready for further development. After a period of tirne, ranging from seconds to days, even 

years, depending on the species or conditions. the next phase, cleavage, takes place. It 

invokes a succession of ceil divisions, which result in a large number of identical c e k  

The size of the embryo does not change, but the cells are srnaller. Eventudy, they form a 

hollow spherical body, a blartula, with a iayer of ce&, the blastodenn, surroundhg a 

cavity, the blrrrucoele. During the fourth phase gastrulation. a large portion of the 

single-layered blastoderm enters the interior of the blastula, one side of which develops 

into three layers. The result is c a W  a gastrula. The three iayers of cells, - extemai 

layer ec&&rm, intermediate one mesudenn and the innermost layer endodenn, become 

skin and brain, skeletal components and internai organs of the animd, respectively. The 
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organogenesk 

Figure 1.1 Development Phases of Embryo Morphogenesis 
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fifth phase organogenesis, commences immediately after the gastrula is formed. CeUs 

become hinctionaily Merentiated fkom each other and begin to form specinc organs. nie 

group of celis that wilI f o m  a particuIar organ, which is called the rudiment of that organ, 

is not always generated in its final anatomical location. The rudiment is able to move a 

long distance towards its nnal destination. Organ formation consists of many very 

complex processes. Large deformations of embryonic tissues are often required. Some 

imperfections in these processes may cause severe and irreparable birth defects such as 

spina binda With the appearance of primary and secondary organ rudiments. the embryo 

begins to show some similanty to the adult anunal The development of the embryo 

continues in the sixth phase of growth and histological differentiation to fuily develop 

its organs and anatomicd 

One intriguing feature of embryo morphogenesis is that many organs and 

anatomical structures possess considerable plasticity and may be able to repair injuries 

sustained from the environment. At the early stages of its development. if one type of 

rudiment is dislocated or generated at a place other than its final anatomicai position, then 

it is able to go back to the right location and form a hilly- functional organ (Keller and 

Speith, 1984; Jesuthasan. 1997). It may also change to another type of rudiment and 

develop into the nght type of organ according to its location, developmental stages and 

the specie (Trinkaus, 1970). Most adult c e k  will lose this ability with tirne. Therefore. it 

is of great interest to human beings to understand the dinerence between the behavior of 

an embryonic ceIl and an addt ceU in order to employ this great feature for wound healing, 

tissue reconstruction or organ repair. 

Another interesthg fact about embryo morphogenesis is that, between dinerent 

species. or even dinerent individuals of the same species, the results of embryo 

morphogenesis are easily distinguishable kom each another. For exampie, the nnal shape 

of a human baby is very diEerent from that of a baby chick, yet a large portion of their 
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embryo morphogenetic processes are similar. This provides the possibüity of 

understandhg human embryo development through studaes camed out with other animais. 

1.1 .2 Embryonic Tissues 

The term embryonic tissue here refers to assernblies of c e k  in an embryo. CeUs in 

tissues are usuaiiy in contact with a filamentous network calleci extracellular matrix. This 

matrix ho& ceils and tissues together whüe allowing c e k  to migrate and interact with 

each other. In some tissues the'extrace~ular matrix is a prominent cornponent. while in 

other types such as epithelial tissues. it is a minor one. 

Figure 1.2 is a scanning electron micrograph showing the three iayers of a neural 

plate tissue. Embryonic tissue is usually treated as a viscoekstic material. However. 

microscopie mechanical interactions inside the tissue make it a very cornplicated and 

unique material (Brodland, and Clausi 1995). For instance. d u ~ g  the process of 

neurulation. which is the formation of the neural tube in an ernbryo. the neural plate 

undergoes a sequence of in-plane movement. bo th sides move towards each O ther, while 

the neural ridge start to rise and the neural plate roIls up out-of-plane. Eventudy the 

neural ridges meet in the rnidline and fuse to form the neural tube (Moury and 

Schoenwolf' 1995) 

Figure 1.2 Microgrsiph of Neural Plate T i e  

(from Schoenwolf and Smith, 1990) 
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1.1.3 Cek 

As the basic unit of Be, biological ce& cm be describeci as "small membrane- 

bounded compartments filled with a concentrateci aqueous solution of chernicals" (Alberts, 

et al., 1989). With the rapid advances of modem technologies. more details of ceU 

morphology and behaviors can be investigated. High resolution electron microscopes 

revealed an amazingly cornplex system inside each c e t  

A ceil is far more complrated and sophisticated than any machine ever built by 

human beings. Comprehension and duplication of its behaviour, have not k e n  M y  

achieved. Nevertheless, certain patterns of behaviour have been revealed. Of the various 

cen properties leadhg to the formation of an animal, ceil motiüty, cell remangement, ceil 

sorting are among the most essential yet refiactory behaviours to analyze. These 

behaviours are precisely timed, directed and limited, yet they appear to proceed in the 

absence of extemal stimuli or driving forces (Townes and Holtfreter, 1955; Sausedo and 

Schoenwolf, 1994; Moury. and Schoenwoif, 1995). 

During embryo morphogenesis. the initiaiiy identical cells become differentiated 

into smaller groups. Each of these smaller groups will produce a certain organ or part of 

the animaL Over 200 types of cells are generated lhrough successive ceU differentiations, 

each with different shapes, components and functions. Figure 1.3 illustrates some typical 

geometric characteristic of ce&. 

In this research, the main focus is on epithelial cells. These cells have regular 

packed polygonal geornetry and usually undergo large displacements and deforrnations 

during organogenesis. Also. epithelial ce& are no&y on the surface of the embryo and 

are easy to observe in vitro. 



Bone Cell 

Muscie Cell Genn Cells 

Figure 1.3 Different Ceii Geometry 

When ceUs are daerentiated. speci.6~ types of cells do not dways arise in their 

definitive location A series of unique ceiI movements are then engaged during the 

foilo wing develo pmental stages. CeIls move dong a directed trajec tory while recognizing 

ce& of the same type. They cm group together to form clusters of cells and move 
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towaids their finai destinations. These movements are essential to embryo morphogenesis 

(Townes and Holtfreter, 1955; Jacobson, 1985; Schoenwolf, 1991; Sausedo and 

Schoenwolf, 1994). 

During organogenesis, in order to construct a certain organ, the perspective 

rudiment usually undergoes signincant defonnatioa To accommodate these distortions, 

cefi change their shapes as they rearrange their topology (Burnside and Jacobson; 1968; 

Wilson, et aL, 1989; Schoenwolf. 199 1). Furthemore, when heterogeneous dissociated 

c e h  are randomly rnixed, they are able to sort out to form proper organs or the entire 

animal again (Wilson, 1907). One of the amazing observations made by Wilson which 

inspired the vastly developed research field of ceIl-ceil recognition. is the regeneration of 

the marine sponge from largely dissociated cek. In his experirnents, a maMe sponge was 

cut into pieces, squeezed through bolting silk and placed into a glass dish. The suspended 

cell pieces coalesce with each other and gradually formed a srna& functional sponge. 

Furthemore, it was discovered that when ceh from different kinds of sponges, Le. red 

sponge microcinu prolifera and yellow sponge Cliona celata were placed together, they 

sorted out to form a red sponge and a yeilow sponge. Further investigation show that ceii 

sorting is not only species-specific, but also organ-speciiïc. When heart ceils and liver 

celis from the same embryo are place together, they son out and Liver c e k  eventually 

envelope heart ceh (Steinberg and Takeichi, 1994). 

Cell motility, remangement and sorting are basic phenornena of ernbryonic cek 

and are essential to successhil embryo morphogenesis (Trinkaus, 1970). Given the 

precision and robustness of these ceii behaviours, it appears to foilow the blue prints of a 

master plan rather than random events. C m  these same processes be utdized to repair a 

damaged or lost tissue, or even the entire organ? The following questions may come to 

minci: 

1. How are the movements of embryonic cells directed? 

2. How do they recognize other ce&? 
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3, What forces drive these movements? 

4. What makes embryonic cells different fkom adult ce& with respect to ceil sortmg 

and tissue reconstmc tion? 

These questions have k e n  of irïterest to xientists and researchers in many 

research areas. Answers to these questions not only provide a better understanding of 

embryo morphogenesis. but also are of great importance in tissue reconstruction. wound 

healing and cancer metastasis, where tumor cells re-acquire motility and growth features 

of the embryonic ce&. 

1.2 Mechanics of Biological System 

1.2.1 Scaies of Biological Systems 

The scale of living obpCts investigated in modern biomechanics ranges fiom 10"~rn 

for atoms and simple molecules to 102 meter for large animals and trees. Figure 1.4 shows 

the hierarchy of the scale of life. Methodologies and technologies employed to study 

biological systems on diEerent xa le  levels might Vary greatly, yet they all obey the laws of 

chemistry and physics. The same forces that assembled matter eons ago fiom the dust of 

the big bang regulate life today. In the behavior of molecuies. atoms and subatomic 

particles lies the key to such complex biological phenornena as the trapping and storing of 

solar energy by green plants. the extraction of usable energy fiom organic nutrients. the 

growth and development of organism. the pattern of genetic inheritance and the 

regdation of the activities of living cells. The fundamental principies in the study of 

biomechanics, as stated by Wiem His (1888). are: 

Ernbryology and morphology c m o t  proceed independently of al1 reference to the 

general laws of motter, to the laws of physics and of rnechanics. 
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ernbryonic ceIl (1 0 " m ) 

-8 
sub-cellular structure (1 0 m ) 

-1 0 
simple molecule (1 0 m ) 

-3 
ariatomical structure (1 0 m ) 

Figure 1.4 Characteristic Lengths Assodateaï with Various Scaies 

Relevant to Embryoiogy (der Brodland. 1997) 

It is becoming increasingly ciear that embryo morphogenesis is regulated to a 
signiticant degree by mechanical interactions and that these interactions occur 

simultaneously at several different scales. For example, during neurulation, micronlaments 

act h i d e  individual ceb. The celis form part of a sheet that interacts with adjacent 
anat ornical structures (Bumide, 1973; Brodland and Clausi, 1995). Pattern formation 

may sometimes have a mechanical basis that spans these same scales (Nardi; 198 1; OdeIl, 
e t  al, 198 1;  Ingber et aL , 1994). Mechanical interactions may, therefore, detennine local 

and global morphogenetic shape changes. and ultimately afk t individual ceil behaviours. 

As a result, severai important developrnental questions arise: 
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1. How do forces generated at one scale d k c t  what happew at the next? 

2. Which forces are crucial and which are no t? 
3. What happens if specioc sub-components are altered? 

1.2.2 Computer Modelling of BidogicaJ Systerm 

Even though many important processes in embryo development have been studied 

intensively and many details have been reveabed during this century, there are stilI large 

gaps in our knowledge between the cause and the phenornena. To bridge these gaps. 

experiments are one of the approaches, however, there are many limitations to the 

methodology and materials presently available. 

Computer simulations, however, can be carefully designed to bypass these 
drawbacks and have made possible breakthroughs in our understanding of the biological 

system. Simulations based on the known properties of biological cornponents and weil 

established physics principk make it possible to determine how actions at one sale affect 
behaviours at another, and hence provide correlation between causes and the 

morphogenetic phenornena Moreover, simulations allow greater control of variables than 

do laboratory experiments on Live embryos. This is because they are not subjected to the 
inherent variability of real ernbryos. Instead. multiple simulations c m  be identical in 

properties, geometry, and boundary conditions except for those precise changes made on 

purpose. Such changes can be made to individuai cells or sub-cellular components or a 

global parameter. Thus. the effects of fine adjustment can be investigated. Another 

advantage offered by computer simulations, is that aU variables can be speciFLed arbitrarily. 
Therefore, ail hypotheses regarding the driving forces behind the embryo morphogenetic 

processes and causes of certain classes of developmental abnormalities can be verified. 
Not only that, on a suitably fomuiated simulation platform, bio-chernical and bio-electrical 
factors can be incorporated into the modeL Virtually. any kind of experiment that can be 
represented in mathematical temis can also be performed on the computer virtual embryo. 

In order to develop a meaningN mode1 of a physical system, it is essentiai to 
determine the behaviours of its basic units and the laws of their interaction Eventually, 

these behaviours and interactions must be expressed rnathematicdly. For instance. 

simulation modelling of embryonic cells requires the establishment of constitutive 
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equations for micronlament buedles. microtubules, and cytoplasm, etc. In addition, 
equiliirium and cornpatibility equations for these components mut  be written to describe 
how assemblages of these components interact with each other. To determine these 
mathematical relationships is a usefui process in itself, as it forces a systernatic 
consideration of the eiements of the system, and often reveals where gaps in understanding 

exist. 

Once the sub-component behaviours and relationship are describeci mathematically 

and a starting geometry of a speciiic system chosen, this information can be incorporateci 

into a suitable "engine" - a computer program package. Many methods can serve this 
purpose, depending on the emphasis of the probiem. The nnite element method is a weli- 
established method and has found wide application in many fields. It has been successfully 

appiied to studies of embryonic tissue (Brodland and Clausi 1995, 1996; Davidson, et al., 

1996) and, in the present work, to studies of individual cells. The output of the engine is a 

detaüed description of how the individual components behave, as welï as how they 

interact, and a description of how the system d e f o m  as a whoie. This is important 

information since the behaviour of a compiex mechanical system is often not intuitive. 

State-of-art computer simulations rely on a wide variety of scientific and 
technological advances, as shown in Figure 1.5 (Brodland, 1997). When the morphology 

and mechanical properties of sub-cellular components such as rnicronlaments, 

microtubules and cytoplasm are known, these c m  be input as known parameters. It is also 
desirable to know the geometry of the embryo as a whole in order that reaiistic initial 

configurations for simulations can be determined and deformed shapes produced by 
simulations c m  be compared with actual embryo shapes. Whenever possible, such embryo 

geometry should be based on accurate 3-D reconstructions. Shape cornparisons should be 
based on surface geometry and other relevant mathematical descriptions of 3-D shapes. 
Then accurate and objective measures of surface curvature and in-plane strain can be 

derived and use. to compare the shape changes that computer simulation produce with 

those that occur in live embryos. 

At present, simulations of the embryo morphogenesis fall into one of the two 

categories: simulations on the tissue level or, simulations on the ceiiular leveL Simulations 
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Figure 1.5 Science and Technology Essential to 

Computer Simulations of Morphogenesis 

on the embryo level mode1 a specinc portion of embryonic tissue or the whole embryo as a 
continuum. Various applications on this level include simulations of neurulafion, 
invagination, cardiac looping, and are weil addresseci in Brodland's review paper (1997). 

The basic unit of analysis is a group of cells. in which the number of cells ranges from one 

cell to hundreds of cells. Some subceilular components might be presented in the 
formulation, yet behaviours of the cell aggregation is inves tigated rather than ceilular 

activities. On the other hand, simulations on the ceU level deal with individual cells, All 

sub-cellular compoaents can be explicitly incorporateci in the mode1 and cell activities are 
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simulated. Shgulanties are permitteâ in the model to allow non-continuum phenornena 
such as ceil division and ceIl rearrangement 

Whether tissue-kvel or celi-level simulations are appropriate depends on the 

morphology of the process studied. Ceilular activities vary at dflerent developmental 

stages, therefore, their effects on mechanical properties of embryonic Ussues also change. 
When cellular effects do dominate, the continuum model is an accurate refaection of the 

m e  nature of the embryonic tissue, and simuiations on the embryo ievel can yield good 

results. However, in some phenornena, cellular activities are very active and signincantly 

affect the global mechanical properties of the tissue. For example, during cell cleavage, 
the daughter c e h  might line up along a certain axis and cause the axial elongation 

(Sausedo and Schoenwolf, 1994). or ciifferences in the adhesiveness of ceils might cause 

cells to change neighbours. These kinds of topological changes can alter the global 

mechanical properties. In such cases, cell-level simulations becornes a necessity. Thus, 
the development of the celi h i t e  element model is presented in this work. Another 

motivation for tell-ievel simulation is to obtain insight into various mechanisrns of cell 

motility, cell rearrangement and ceil sorting. 

1.3 Problem Statement and Main Results 

Exciting advances in the application of h i t e  element techniques to the solution of 

biomechanics probkms have been wiuiessed in the last severai years. Nowhere is this 

more apparent than in studies of embryo morphogenesis, where FE simulations have 

brought new depth of understanding regarding the driving forces of morphogenetic 

processes such as oeurulation (Brodland and Clausi, 1993, 1995, 1996) and gasvulation 

(Davidson, et al., 1996). A major drawback of the existing FE models is that they do not 

direc tly incorporate ceil properties suc h as inter-cellular adhesions, celi mo tilit y, cell 

rearrangements and ceil sorting - properties that are hown to play a crucial role in 

certain tissue reshaping processes (Jacobsen, 1984; Gumbiner, 1996; Schoenwolf and 

Alvarez, 1989). It is not c leu whether characteristic shapes of celis during these 
processes are a cause or a consequence of associateci shape changes. A FE simulation on 

the ceii level, is therefore. of great importance in explaining how those essential cell 

activities occur and to what degree they change the overail material properties of 

embryonic tissues. 
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The purpose of this study is to detemine. in quantitative temis, the eEect of 

various micro-components and ceil activities on the mechanical characteristics of epithelial 

cell sheets. nie study will investigate the mechanisms of cell shape change, ceil motility, 

sorting and rearrangement. These phenomena are of great interests not oniy in embryo 

morpbogenesis. but in tissue recoostmction, wound healing and cancer ceii migration 

Chapter 2 presents biological descriptions of ceiluiar micro-components which are 

of mechanical sigN£IEcance to celï behaviour and which will be incorporated into the ceii 
modeL Chapter 3 reviews the elOsting cornputer simulation models for embryonic tissues 

and cells. Chapter 4 presents a deaikd derivation of the cell elernent. Individual ce& are 

modelled using special fonnulated celï nnite elements, which incorporate sub-ceilular 

structures including &cwnferentid ~ c r o h e n t  hundles (CMBs), microtubules, 

cytoplasm and ~e i i  m i o n  moiecuIes (CAMs). Each of these ce1 elements is subjected 
to large d e f o d o n s  and has been expressly formuiated to allow ceii rearrangements to 

occur. In Chapter 5, a thorough investigation is c a d  out on how ceil properties such as 

CMBs strength, ce ll c yto plasm viscosity, intemal ceil pressures. ceil rearrangement, and 
extemal loads or displacements give rise to the characteristic of the mechanical behaviour 
of a sheet of cek .  The study shows that as a sheet of cells elongates, the initial stages of 
defonnation are characterized by changes in average ceil shape, while subsequent stages 

are go verned b y cell rearrangement. The ins tantaneous stress-strain relatio nship depends 

on current cell shape and size, circumferentiai force, and strain rate. Analytical 
expressions are also derived for the intra-cellular pressure and average ceii sheet stress. 

At present, the ceil shape data needed in these formulas must be provided by simulations 
or physical experiments since ceil shape is a hinction of the deformation history of the 

sheet. These simulation results reveal many details of constitutive relationships of 
embryonic tissues, and thus can be directly incorporated into simulations on the tissue 

leveL 

The mechanisms of celï sorting and ceii motility have been a very active research 

topic during the past decade. Heterotypic ceU aggregates consisting of two cell types with 
different cell mechanical properties are modeiIeû in Chapter 6. A variety of ce1lular 

phenomena including c d  sorting. tissue spreading and c hecker board formation are 
simulated. These simulations show that the driving forces of these complex ceiI 
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behaviours can be caused by a combination of differential ceil-ceil and ceil-medium 
adbesioo forces and intraceUlukr contractile forces. They also demonstrate that the tinal 
sorting configuration depexzds on a fine balance between adhesion forces which produce 

protnisions, and intracellular contractile forces that cause ceii rounding. Chapter 7 

outlines hiture prospeas related to this work. 

Simulations in this work provide, for the first tirne. a rigorous mechanicd 

exphnation for a variety of known ceil behaviour and identify the pararnetric conditions 

under which each behaviour can occur. FE cornputer simulation on the ceil level has 

proven to be an ideal means to study many remarkable developmental processes that occur 

during embryo developrnent. 
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In this century, the structure, behaviour and diversity of ceiis have been the subject 

of scient& scmtiny in a vast range of disciphes. Observations in vivo have revealed the 

structures of cells in great detail (Nagele and Lee, 1979; Alberts, et al., 1989; Gordon and 

Essner, 1987; Thorp. 1984; Kalnins, et ai.. 1995). Propenies of various ceil micro- 

components have also been measured and their functions iden- (Hiramoto, 1969, 

1982; Bumide, 1973; Schoenwolf, 1988; Ingber, et al., 1994; Fony and Steinberg, 1995). 

Cell-cell and ceil-environment interactions have also been intensively s tudied (Steinberg , 

1963; Jacobson, 1985; Curtis and Lackie, 1991; Forgacs, 1995) and cefl movements 

carehilly tracked (Spratt, 1946; Jacobson, 1962; Bumide and Jacobson, 1968; Keller, 

1982; Honda et al., 1982; Sausedi and Schoenwoif, 1994; Schoenwoif, 1991; Brodland, et 

al., 1996). These discoveries have not only deepened our comprehension of the biological 

cell itself, but have also provided a means to understand pathological phenornena such as 

the migration and invasiveness of cancer metastases (Takeichi, 1991). and the wound 

healing process (Kalnins et al., 1995). 

A ceil is a very complicated device. Its internai structures and peripheral 

components fom a sophisticated network in which a cell functions, reproduces, migrates 

and interacts. It is widely held that one of the regulators of ceIl behaviour is mechanicd 
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forces (Beloussov et al, 1994). However, the signiricance of other celi features such as 

signahg and ion balance in mediating cell behaviours should not be overlooked (Heldman 

and Goldschmidt-Clermont, 1993). 

Figure 2.1 depicts some major sub-cellular strucîure~ found in epithelial cells. 

Each of these components is believed to have a signincant effect on embryo 

morphogenesis. Each is described below. 

2.1 Plasma Membrane 

In animal cek, the celi surface consists of a plasma membrane. The plasma 

membrane f o m  a selective b&r. separating the celi contents fiom its environment. 

The pressure inside a ceil results from surface tension in the membrane. This surface 

Apical 
Microtubules 

B-1 Surface J' L ceil Membrane 

Figure 2.1 Cell Micro-components 



tension is believed to be paxt of the contractile forces that drive various morphogenetr 

processes (Brodknd and Shu, 1992). During the movement of a ceil, its shape usuaiiy 

changes siuficantly. The substantial expansion of the membrane plays a pivotai role in 

the ceii locomotion (Wolpert and Gingel, 1968). 

Besides its mechanical roles in provLiing driving forces to various celi activities, 

the membrane is aiso a dynamic mosak of proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates. Embedded 

in this membrane are receptors for a varkty of extra-ceiiuiar molecules. Three major 

groups which are important to embryo morphogenetic movements are cell adhesion 

molecules (CAM), substrate adhesion molecules (SAM) and ceii junc tional molecules 

(CJM) (Edelman, 1985). These molecules act to estabüsh ce11 specifkity (Forgacs, 1995). 

mediate ceil-ceII, cell-subsuate interaction (S teinburg, 1996). and information c hannels 

between cells or between ceiis and their environment (Revel, et al., 1985). Functions of 

these mokcules are fùrther discussed in later sections, 

CeU junctions are very smail structures on the ceiî surface attaching ceils to other 

c e h  or to the extracellular matrk They are particiilarly important and plentfil in 

epithelial ce&. There are three hinc tional groups of junctions: ( 1 ) occluding junctions, 

which seal the epithelial cell sheet in a way such that no molecules can leak kom one side 

of the sheet to the other; (2) anchoring junctions. which mechanically attach celis and their 

c ytoskeletons to their neighbours or to the extraceliular matrix; and (3) CO rnmunicating 

junctions, which pass chemical or electrical signals between interacting ceils (Alberts. et al, 

1989). Desmosomes and hemidesmosomes are examples of anchoring junctions. T k y  

are button-like points which provide the conneetion site for intermediate nlaments. Also, 

desrnosornes hurtion as  s p i a i  domains where the plasma membrane of the cell interacts 

with a corresponding domain of the plasma membrane of an adjacent ceIl, apparently 
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mediating intercellular adhesion in a stable way (Cowin. et al-. 1985). The abundant 

pfesence of ceil junctions keep epahelial cek in contiguou sheets. 

Strrtly spealuig, cell-cell and cell-substrate adhesions belong to the category of 

surface junctions. They are c e U  surface domains which provide physical bonding of celis 

to one another and to the extracellular matrices, They modukte the pathway by which 

ceiis differentiate, move, interact and form a mature tissue (Edelman, 1985; Gumbiner, 

1996). The adhesion of celis is a phenornenon which affects all aspects of biology. Figure 

2.2 lists the participation of the ceil adhesion in some critical morphogenetic processes 

during organogenesis, as well as various cellular behaviours, including cell growth. ce& 

cell recognition. ceii migration and cell sorting. Cell adhesion is identifid as a 

fundamental property of cell tissues. 

Adhesion molecules have been under intensive studies during the past few decades 

(for a review, see Steinberg, 1996; Ruoslahti and Obrink, 1996). These studies lead to 

new discoveries and characterization of many types of adhesive proteins and several 

families of adhesion molecules, many with a large number of members. According to 

Hyne and Lander (1992)- adhesion molecules are approximately classined into four 

famüies: (1) the calcium-dependent adherins; (2) the members of the immunoglobulin 

super-family; (3) the selectins and (4) the integrins. The molecules from the fkst three 

families are prirnarily responsible for direct cell-celi adhesion and are called ceil adhesion 

molecules (CAM), whereas integrins provoke the ceU-substrate adhesions and are referred 

to as substrate adhesion molecules (SAM). Among the numerious CAMs. calcium- 

dependent (CD) CAMs seem to play the most basic role in the construction of 

multiceilular organs, since experiements dernonstrate that tissues wiIl be dissociated if the 

fùnction of CD CAMs are disabled (Takekhi et al.. 1985; Steinberg and Takeichi, 1994). 
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Figure 2.2 Rdes of Ceil Adhesion in Embryo Morphogenesis 
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Those who do not have this calcium-sensitivity are called CI CAMs It is found that ce& 

with either CD CAMs or CI CAMs can coaggregate but wili not adhere to those which 

have the other W of CAMs (Steinberg, et a l ,  1973). Therefore. CAMs possess celi 

recognition speciacity. 

The fkst vertebrate ceii adhesion molecuie was identifiecl on the surface of neural 

ceUs and is called 'Tl-CAM" (Brackenbury et al., 1977). Liver ceil adhesion molecules 

(GCAM) and neuron-glia celi adhesion molecul: (Ng-CAM) have been detected on the 

basis of their roles in calcium-dependent adhesion in a variety of tissues. Table 2.1 lkts 

some cornmon types of CD CAMs and the3 distributions. Nevertheless, this is not a place 

to review biochemical details of various adhesion molecules. The ernphasis here is on the 

binding strength between cells and cell-substrate provided by CAMs and SAMs, and the 

mechanicd effect of ibis adhesiveness on specific morphogenetic processes including celi 

sorting , mo tility and rearrangemen t. 

Table 2.1 Calciumdependent CeU Adhesion Mdecuies and 
Theit Distribution 

CAM Name Distri bution Sources 

N-CAM brain tissue Brackenbury et al.. 1977 

L-CAM liver tissue, epithelial tissue Bertolotte et al, 1980 

Ng-CAM newon and glia Grumet and Edelman, 1984 

Cell-CAM 120/80 epithelid tissue Caroline, et al., 1985 

DEerent CAMs and SAMs provide different binding strength among ce& or 

between ceUs and their substrate. DZFerent ceUs do display different adhesions, or so 

called specifïc ceU adhesions. Even for the same type of ce*, the celi adhesion changes 

with time (Ohmori anci Meada, 1986). Therefore, ce1 adhesion serves as an agent of ceii 

specifkity and mediates c d  activities (Edefman, 1985). It has even k e n  postulated to be 
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one of the ways the body plan is carrieci out in the multiceUular organ forming process 

(Gumbiner. 19%). Taking the ceil sorting for example. when dissociated ceUs of different 

CAMs a d  thus of dinerent interfkiai adbesions are plafed together. they adhere to each 

other to form a heterotypic cell aggregate. Spontanenous c e U  sorting follows and a nnal 

state is reached with a hierarchy of tissue engdfhent analogous to the order of the c d  

adhesion (Steinburg. 1962b). Steinberg (1970) postulated the ciifference in the adhesions 

of heterotypic ce& is sutlkient for this type of ceU soning. However, there elOsts a 

quantitative dividing line to define the exact role of ceil adhesions in a certain 

phenomenon In the case of c d  motiiity, as Ruoslahti and Obrink (1996) pointed out. the 

ceil-cell or cell-substrate adhesion "hvolved in the regdation of ceU migration: . . . can 

either promote or inhibit migration". It depends on a delicate balance of the content of 

CAMs and on their milieu. including the amount of CAMs expresseci on celi surfaces 

(Friedlander, et al.. 1989) 

Identifjing the role of ceii adhesion requires measurernent of adhesion. 

Theoretically, adhesion can be quantitatifïed in one of the following four ways (Curtis and 

Lackie, 1991): 

1. the minimal energy required to break an adhesion of defined area, in a specific 

way (e.g. a peeling or a normal direction breakage) 

2. the k energy of the bonding system 

3. the energy obtained by integrating forces required to break an adhesion over 

tirne 

4. the excess of forces of attraction over forces of repulsion which will lead to 

ceils attracting each other (over a very short range) 

Practically, there is no system yet to accurately rneasure any one of the above four 

quantities (Curtis and Lackie, 1991). The data are always rnixed with other components 

arising fkom other mechanisms. nie existing measurement methods are classified into 

three inherently different categories: distractive, kinetic and thermodynarnic. The 



distractive methoci measures the force required to separate adhering celis (Curtis, 1991); 

the kinetic method measures the aggregation rate of the iabeled ceil suspensions denved 

kom embryonic tissue (Curtis. 1969; Roth and Weston, 1967; Jones, 1991); and the 

thermodynamic method measures the surfixe tension (Phillips and Steinberg, 1969, 1977, 

1978; Foty et a l ,  1994, 1995). Each of these methods has its pros and cons, and serves a 

specinc purpose in analyzïng dinerent morphogenetic processes (Table 2.2). 

Table 2.2. Methods of Adhedon Measamment, Their Uses and DrawbPcLs 

Method Quantity purpose Drawbzscks 

distracti force to to eiucidate forces extermù force -&ay alter 
separate of cell motility intra-celluar structures ve adhereing 
cells 

kine tic aggregation to define adhesion Dissociated ce& in the 
rate of ceUs in relative flow may not present 

quantitative ternis the m e  ceii behaviour 
in vivo 

thermo- surface 

tension 

to de& adhesion ce1 properties may 
in relative and change during the long 
absolute experiment t h e  
quantitative t e m  

Since the observed behaviour of embryonic ceii populations in soning and 

spreading mimicks in detaü the behaviour of immisible liquids (Steinberg, 1962b), tissue 

surface tension becornes one of the popular measurable biological properties of cells 

(Forgacs, 1995). The traditional way of evaluating the surface tension in a ceU is to 

measure the angle of the ceil membrane at the attachent point (Beloussov et ai., 1994). 

The other methods of surface tension rneasurernent hclude the centrifuging method 

(Phillips and Steinberg, 1969, 1977, 1978) and the compression method (Foty, et ai., 

1994). The centrifuging method measures the surface tension in relative terms, whereas 



the compression method measures the absolute value of the surf' tension In a chick 

ernbryo, it is reported that the d a c e  tension has an average value of 19.3 dynelcm for 

limb bud tissues, 8.58 dyne/cm for kart ventrick tissues and 4.48 dynekm for liver 

tissues (Foty and Steinburg, 1995). It is worth noting that although the measmement is 

carefidiy carried out and is repeated for severai times, great caution has to be taken to 

evaluate these 'îvouki-be" accurate numbers in other physicd systems such as imrnisibk 

liquids. It is because during the process of the measurement. the extemal pressure might 

tngger some unknown cellular activities within the tested tissue and hence alter its surface 

tension This concern exists in every method of adhesion measurement Despite these 

limitations, the qualitative relationship %b bud > > qiver (a &notes the surface 

tension) coincides with the result from the centrifbgal method (Phülips and Steinberg, 

1969). and provides direct evidence to validate Steinberg's dinerential adhesion hypothesis 

( D m .  This hypothesis de& with correlation between the adhesiveness of ceiis and 

various heterotypic celi population behaviour, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

The importance of the ceil adhesion, as Foty and Steinberg (1995) put it, lies in its 

function in many ceil activities as "an anatornical address code by generating forces which 

guide cells to adopt their preferred associations and positions". 

2.4 Cytoplasm 

Cytoplasm is the material inside a ceIl, including cytosol and suspended organelles 

but excluding th nucleus. It is the site not only of protein synthesis but also of most of 

the cers metaboikm - that is, the many reactions by which some small molecules are 

degradecl while others are synkized to provide the building blocks of rnacromolecules. 

Cytoplasm was once thought to be relatively simple and stmctureless. However, 

observations via high voltage electron microscopes have shown that it contains solutes, 



macromolecules and networks of fibers aad filaments (Luby-Phelps, 1994). Destroyed and 

re-generated during various cellular activities (Mitcgison and Cramer. 1996). these networks 

provide the viscosity as weil as rektively weaL elasticity of the cytoplasm. 

Understanding the structures and mechanical properties of the cytoplasm is basic for 

understanding various cenular hinctions. Listeù in Table 2.3 are various methods of measuring 

the bulL Wcosity of the cytopiasm. Usualiy. the svain rates are magnitudes higher than those that 

occur during morphogenetic movements. As a consequence, hown  estimates of cytoplasmic 

properties probably involve tearing the intermediate filaments meshwork that courses through the 

ce& and do not provide numerical values that are applicable to the low strain rates typical of 

morphogenesis (Brodland and Gordon, 1990). As we should see in the next chapter, most 

simulation models represent cytoplasm, including any i n t e d i a t e  -nt mesh that might be 

present, as a single isotropie material 

Table 2.3 Methods of M e d n g  Mechanical Roperties of Cytoplasm 

Method Quanîity Measured Constraints Sources 

magnetic movement of the an adficial particle Hiramoto. 1969; 
particle particle in cytoplasm has to be inserted into Valberg and Alberhi, 1985 
method and the force driving it the ceIl Kaneda, et al., 1990 

micro pipet suction pressure cell undergoes large Needharn and Hochmuth, 
method required to aspirate a deformation 1990 

celï into a micropipet 

TIR-FRAP* solute translational Only measure Swaminathan, et al., 1996 
me thod dithision coeflkient in viscosity just berieath 

cytoplasm the cytopisarnic 

*Total IntemaI Refiection-Fluorescence Recovery After Photobieaching 
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A maze of fïiarnentous structures have been revealed within c e b  using fluorescence and 

high resolution electron microscopes. Microfilaments are one type of these filaments. They 

consist of hekaüy interwined chains of actin molecules that are about 6-7 nm in diameter. In 

epithelium ce&, they form a band, which is approxirnately 0 . 5 ~  f 0 . 2 ~  in width, at the apical 

regions just beneath tbe plasma membrane (Gordon and Essner, 1987). This band is caiied a 

circumferential microfilament bundle (CMB). F r e a e - k t u r e  studies c o b  the presence of 30- 

nm electron particles around the CMBs. They are bekved to be the "bandages" between the 

plasma membrane and CMBs. Figure 2.3 is a fluorescence micrograph of CMBs in a rat retinal 

pigment epithelium (Kalnins et ai, 1995). Polygonal ceiI shapes are also clearly visible in the 

picture. 

Figare 2.3 Micrograph of C i d e r e n t i a l  Micdlament Bundles in 

Rat Retinai Pigment Epithelium (fiom Kalnins et al., 1995) 

The structurai and hinctionai characteristics of the micro filaments are very similar to those 

of muscle tissue. We assume that the contractile force FCMB is constant and has a value oE 



where & is the onginai cross-sectional ami and a is the tonus of the CMBs (Rappapon, 1977; 

Gordon and Brodlarad, 1987). 

Microfikment bundies are a prirnary component of the cytoskeleton and one of their roles 

is to provide contractile forces. which might be the reason for the aame "stress fiber" for 

micronlament b u d e s  (Ishikawa, 1986). The contractile forces are the driving forces for many 

embryonic rnorphogenetic movements ( B r o d l d ,  1997 for review). However, the role of the 

CMBs is far more cornpiicated. They are one of the main regdators of ceil growth, cell migration 

and even transdifferentiation (Harris, 1994b). TheK roles in mediating ceil motiüty, shape 

changes, sorthg and rearrangement are hirther investigated using cornputer simulation in this 

work. 

Microtubules exist singly or in groups dependhg on their hinctions in cek. They are 

responsible for a variety of interna1 d ynarnic events including chromosome movements, 

cpopksmic streaming, rnitosis and maintenance of ceIl shape (Fawcett, 198 1 ; Grebecki, 1994). 

They are long, hoilow, cylindrical structures about 24nm in diameter. Numerous apical 

microtubules are randomly placed in parakl with and immediately below the apical cell surface 

(Weber and Osbom, 1981). Figure 2.4 shows a micrograph of cytoplasmic microtubules. Based 

on their orientation, microtubules are thought to be serving the latter function by producing a 

constant outward force (Alberts, et al., 1989). ûn the apical surface of a ce& the forces 

generated by the microtubules are in opposition to the forces produced by the microfilaments and 

are believed to be a constant value. 

The intracellular microtubule network is highly dynamic, constantly fonning and 

disappearing depending on ceil activities (Thorpe, 1984). It has k e n  shown that subtle changes 

in the microtubule system iead to a signincant alteration of ceii shapes (Bershadsky and Vasiliev; 

1993). This dynamic behaviour is of great importance for severai ceil activities and shape 

changes, 



Figure 2.4 Micogrnph of Microtubules in Glutaraldehyde-nxed 

Mouse 3T3 Celis (frorn Weber and Osbom, 1981) 

2.7 Intermediate Filaments 

Another dynadc structure is formed by network of what are coktively known as 

intermediate nlaments. These nlaments form a complex three-dunensional network through the 

cell cytopiasm. They resist mechanical deformation and provide lateral support to compressively- 

loaded microtubules (Brodlaiad andGordon, 1989). They are also important to rnaintaining the 

general stnictural integnty of the ceil (Galou et al., 1997; Li et al.. 1997). the transmission of 

forces within the cell (Maniotis et al., 1997), and aspects of celi signalling (Shyy and Chien, 

1997). For purposes of modelling, we assume that the effective viscosity of the cytoplasm 
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kiudes not only the viscosity of the cpoplasrnic fluids, but also the equivalent viscosity of the 

intermediate filament meshwork 

2.8 Micromediamcal Interactions 

In real ce&, micronbment, microtubules, intermediate nlaments and various organeiles 

interact mechanicafly with each other (Brodland and Gordon. 1989; Maniotis et al., 1997; Gaiou 

et al., 1997). These interactions are important to the mechanical and biochemkal hctions of the 

ceil mgber and FolLman, 1989; Khan and Sheetz, 1997; Li et al., 1997). To c o n c e p t u b  these 

interactions is not easy, and the recently popularized tensegrity model of Ingber (Ingber et al. 

1994; Ingber et al., 1994; Ingber, 1997) is at times helpfd. A particular feature of that model is 

that it explains how mechanical signais can be vansfered quickly nom place to place in the ceil 

using a minimal amount of structural material. 
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Simulation 
Embryonic 
Cells 

Models of 

With the rapid increase of computing capability, more variety and more 

complicated biological systems are king studied using computer simulations. In this 

chapter, two groups of computer simulation models are reviewed: models of embryonic 

tissues and models of biological celi. 

3.1 Tiie-LeveI Cornputer Simulations 

ui curren t tissue-level com pu ter simulations. embryonic tissues are modeUed as a 

continuum. Special morphogenetic processes have been investigated. and various 

hypotheses about the forces which drive these processes have been tested. Listed below 

are three major areas s tudied using computer simulations (Brodland. 1997 for review). 

3.1.1 Studies of Neuruiation 

Neurulation is the process that forms the neural tube in all vertebrate embryos. 

During this process a sheet of tissue caIled the neural plate undergoes a series of in-plane 

motions and rolls up out-of plane to foxm the neurai tube. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 

process of amphibian neundation. It shows a dorsal view in which the head end of the 

embryo is towards the top of the figure. Amphibian embryos are approxirnately spherical 
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Figure 3.1 Amphibian Neundation 

(from Brodland, 1997) 
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at the begidng of neurulation (Figure 3.1A). Neural ridges then xise and move towards 

the embryo midline (Figures 3.1B to F). The neUrai plate, bounded by the neural ridges, 

undergoes significant in-plane strains as it defoms. As the ridges continue to move. the 

narrowed plate roUs up to f o m  a closed tube. The middle part of the tube closes fmt 

(Figure 3.1 E), followed b y the cephalic and caudal ends (Figure 3.1 F). 

ûne of the feahues of n e d a t i o n  that has made it a favorite subject of 

fundamental snidies of morphogenesis, is that it occurs on the surface of the embryo and 

can be observed easily in vivo. The neural tube is the precursor of the brain and spinal 

cord Any imperfection in the neural tube closure may result in serious malformation birth 

defects such as spina bifiàa and anencephaly. 

The forces that drive this process have been the subject of intense investigation for 

more than a cenhuy (Lewis, 1947; Jacobson. 1962; Bumide and Jacobson. 1968; H.ifler, 

and Hifler, 1983; Lee and Nagele, 1988; Brodland and Shu, 1992). To date, experimentai 

studies have pmvided reasonably detailed descriptions of the shape changes that occur in 

the neural plate and its ceUs during n e d a t i o n  (Bumide, 1973; Nagele and Lee, 1979; 

Brun and Garson; 1983; Schoenwolf, et al., 1988; Moury and Schoenwolf, 1995)- niey 

als O i&n tif~ed the primary fo rce-generating structures such as c ytoplasm, circum ferential 

micro filament bundles, microtu bules, and have provided considerable data about the 

mechanical properties of these force generators, as elucidated in the previous chapter 

(Figure 2.1). 

However, how do these forces give rise to the distinctive sequence of shape 

changes of neural plate? Many theones have k n  proposed to explain the mechanics of 

neundation (Schoenwolf and Smith, 1990). Brodland and Clausi investigated the driving 

forces and tested various hypotheses using ffite element cornputer simulations (Brodiand 

and Clausi, 1994, 1995). 
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A strip that represents a cross-section of the neural plate, together with some attached 

epidennis, was modekd using 8-node brick elements (Figure 3.2A). CMBs are put on the 

Figure 3 3  Sequence of Shape Changes from a Simulation of 

Nedat ion  in an Embryo Cross-section 

(from Brodland and Clausi, 1995) 
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apical surface of the neural plate (the middle half of the strip) and exert a contractile force: 

where a is the micronlament stress. Ag its initial cross-sectional area. the original 

length and L the current length. There are no CMBs on the adjacent epidermis. The 

effects of notochord elongation is also incorporated in the model. 

The simulation yields a sequence of shape changes that match the biological 

phenornenon remarkably well. Both general Rshaping and distinctive, detailed 

characteristics were reproduced (Figure 3.2 B-F). The simulation resuits explain the 

mechanisrn of neumlation frorn a mechanical perspective. These studies use measured 

mechanical properties and initial geometry as input, and output can be compareci with 

shape changes in live embryos. The engine of the simulation program is the fuite element 

rnethod, which is weil established. The simulations are quite sophisticated, realistic. and 

txustworthy. These simulations of neundation have made it possible to model and 

understand a wide variety of important phenornena associated with neural mbe closure. 

The morphogenetic process of gastmlation has also been the subject of several 

cornputer studies (Odell. et al.. 198 1; Davidson. et ai., 1996). The simulations have 

focused primarily on sea utchin invagination or gasaulation, show schematically in 

Figure 3.3. Before gastdation, the embryo is a hollow sphere of packed cells called the 

blastula (Figure 3.3A). During gastrulation, a dimple appears at the vegetal end of the 

embryo (Figure 3.3B) and, subsequendy, a fraction of the surface invaginates into the 
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Mesenchyme Blastula Stage Late Mesenchyme Blastula Stage 

A 8 

Initial Phase of Gastrulation Initial Phase of Gastrulation Completec 

C D 

Figure 3.3 Sea Urchin Gastnilation (in Cross-section) 

(frorn B rodland, 1997) 
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embryo (Figure 3.X-D). In vertebrates. a signifiant portion of the surface invaginate 

inside the cavity of the blastula through a s m d  hole called the blastopore. 

Dimpling of the blastula, the Fust step in gastnilation, might be caused one or a 

combination of the foilowing mechanisms: (1) buckling due to reduced internal 

(blastocoel) pressure; (2) buckling due to autonornous expansion or in-plane growth of a 

locaiizd region; (3) buckling of a region that is s m u n d e d  by a ring of contractile 

material; (4) localized contraction of the apical (outside) surface. 

In their recently work, Davidson et aL(1996) employ a commercial finite element 

package NASTRANS to sirnulate the dimpling of the blastula The initial geometq of the 

simulation is digitized fmm the image of a Lytechinus p i c m  embryo. The furite element 

model of the blastula consists of two layers of brick ffite elements. Elastic material 

properties are assumed and contractile forces are distributeci on the apical surface of the 

blastula 

Five hypotheses are investigated using this model: apical constriction; cell 

tractoring ; perimeter ring contraction; apico-basal contraction; and swelling (Figure 3.4). 

The papa shows the mechanical plausibility of each of these mechanisms. dong with the 

biological evidence for and against each of them. It does not pmve or disprove any one of 

these hypotheses. Instead. it idenrifies ranges of mechanical properties compatible with 

each mechanisn, and the general ceII shapes to be expected from each if it operates alone. 

The simulations of gasuulation. therefore. provides an important mechanical bais for the 

design of further experiments to differentiate be-n hypothesized gastnilation 

mec hanisms, 
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A 
Figure 3.4 Shape Changes 

Within the Vegetal 
Hate (fkom Davidson, 

elements in a sagittal section 

C 
of the vegetal plate. The two 
top layers of ffite elements 
are the cell layer, the top layer 
is the hyaline, the bottom is 
the apicd lamina 

D (A) apicaI constriction 
(B) cell tractor 
(C) annular ring contraction 
0) apicobasal contraction 
(E) gel swelling 

3.1.3 Studies of Cardiac Looping 

The process of cardiac looping is another area studied using cornputer simulations, 

with the f~te element method. hiring early embryogenesis. at about the same tirne as  

n e d a t i o n  occurs, a muscle-wrapped tube cailed the cardiac tube foms. Figure 3.5 is a 

schematic diagram of the cardiac tube before the looping starts. The dorsal mesocardium 

(DM) is a longitudinal ndge that connects the cardiac tube to the embryo, which detaches 

from the rest of the embryo right before the looping process begiw. The tube then 

undergoes a series of specific bending motions, such that the DM lies dong the inner 

radius of curvature. The DM is resorbed before looping finish=. The myocardium (MC) 

is a two-ceil-thick cylinder that surrounds the balance of the cardiac tube. 
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Dorsal Mesocardium 7 

Myocardium 

Cardiac Jelly 

Endocardium 

Figure 3.5 Schematic Diagram OC the Cardiac Tube 

(from Brodland, 1997) 

It contains CMBs. Between the MC and the one-cell-thick endocardium (EC), is a thick 

layer of extracelluar matrix called cardiac jeily (CI). With the progress of looping, parts of 

the tube fuse. and eventually forms a multi-chamber heart with valves and a specialized 

electrical conduction system (vanMierop et al., 1978). 

A section of the cardiac tube is modeled as a section of bearn, subjected to either 

CMBs contraction (force C in Figure 3.5) Qtasaki et al-, 1991). or a residual tension m 

DM (force F) (Taber et al.. 1993), representing two basic hypotheses about the driving 

forces of cardiac looping. Anaiytical bending deformations are calculated in both cases 

(Taber et al., 1993, 1995). The fvst case is further simulated using a ffite element beam 
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made1 vaber et aL. 1996). These studies confjrm that both mechanisnu can give rise to 

bending of isolated cardiac tube fragments. Even though the pr-nt beam mode1 is a far 

too Smpl i fd  representation of the real cardiac tube. these investigations lay a foundation 

for future studies that might incorporate the actual boundary conditions of the cardiac 

tube. and studies that might compare mode1 driving forces magnitudes with those that can 

occur in real embryos. 

Table 3.1 is a surnmary of the hue-level  simulation models mentioned above. 

These simulations bring new depth in the understanding of neunilation. gastrulation and 

cardiac looping. They also show that &tic cornputer simulations of basic 

morphogenetic processes are now possible. The finite element method has proven to be a 

Table 3.1 Simulation Models of Embryonic Tissues 

Name Bioiogieal Feahves Engine Simulation Drawbacks 
Process R d t s  

Brodland neunilation redis tic specialized shape change can not mode1 
and Clausi of the neural mechanical finite element of the neural the reai 
Mode1 plate properties of simulation plate and geometry of 

micro- package closure of the the whole 
structures neural tube embryo 

Davidson gastrulation &tic commercial dimpling of unable to 
et al, in the initial finite element the blastula distinguish 
Mode1 blastula geometry for package subjected to the real 

simulation five kinds of mechanisni 
forces 

Taber et cardiac tube major force- analyticai bending of unrealis tic 
al. Mode1 looping generating solutions and the cardiac boundary 

apparatus finite element tube conditions 
andidealïzed method 
initial 
geometry 
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powerful tool in sirnulating embryonic structures, for it provides the ability to handle 

complicated geometry, forces and boundary conditions. which are typical of 

rnorphogene tic processes. 

3.2 Cdl-Levd Cornputer Simulations 

Simulations of the ce11 level can investigate details of ce1 micro-components and 

çell activities, and have made use of more diversifled models of œlls. Much literanire has 

dealt with such simulations (Jacobson, 1980; Stein and Gordon, 1982; Sulsky, et al., 

1984; Honda and Yamanaka, 1986; Weliky and Oster, 1990; Graner and Glazier, 1992; 

Glazier and Graner, 1993; Graner, 1993). These modes can be classifieci into two 

categones. The h s t  includes models of monotypic œils and the simulations are c k e d  

out to investigate the mechanism of ceLl movement and ceil rearrangement, and their effect 

on the tissue reshaping process. These include the models proposed by Jacobson (1980), 

Stein and Gordon (1982). Honda and Yamanaka (1986) and Weliky and Oster (1990). 

The second type of cell mode1 is dedicated to verification of the various hypotheses of ce11 

sorting, especially Steinberg's dinerential adhesion hypothesis. Heterotypic celis, nomdy  

two kinds which are characterized by different adhesiveness, are randomly mixed in the 

stariing configuration and c e U  sorting, tissue engament and other cellular phenornena are 

simulated. In most of these models, a cell is reduced to a two-dimensional polygonal 

temtory. Such polygonal ceils occupy the full calcdating plane without gaps in between. 

Each cell-cell, or celi-medium interface is then assigned certain properties, such as the 

inhrace1lular pressure or "affuiity value" analogous to adhesive intensity or energy. 

Imbalance forces are calculated at each node. On the next simulation step, the node 

moves according to this irnbalance force at a ce& raie, usually governed by an assumed 

resistance h m  the media or the cytoplasm of the ceIl. The process is then set in motion 

and the trend and extent of c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  changes observecl. This process usually takes 

many simulation steps and can be very tune consuming. 
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Simulations using these models produce œll movemuits and configurations 

mimickïng experimental observations of ceil behaviours. Even though assumed values of 

cell properties are used in all these models. the results have qualitatively provided some 

insights into the mechanisms of ceil behaviour and suggested the quantitative range of ce11 

property values necessary for certain cell behaviour to take place. Moreover, these works 

have laid a foudation for future models. The following section reviews some typical celi 

models. 

3.2.1 Weiiky and Oster Mode1 

To simulate the ceii shape changes and learrangement of a Fundulus during 

epiboly, a number of evenly distributed points are set up on a hemisphere (Weiilq and 

Oster, 1990). A Voronoi tesseiiation scheme is then ernployed to generate convex 

polygons on the hemisphere, where each polygon represents a ceiL Contractile forces 

from the circumferential microfilament bundles are exerted on each node. Two pressures 

Posm. denoting the osmotic pressure which tend to expand the c d ,  and Pela. denoting 

the restraining elastic pressure generated by the fdarnentous fiber of the cytoskeleton, are 

assumed within each ceii. The resuiting "swelling pressure P,f, which is the ciifference 

between Po,, and P e h ,  is acting on each side of the ceil. The mechanical equivalents of 

this pressure act on each node and produce the protnision of the apex. The forces acting 

on a vertex node of a cell is iliustrated in Figure 3.6. 

At each step. once the imbalanœ force of each node is deterrnined., the finite 

difference method is employed to determine the successive position (xn+l, yn+l) by the 

following equations: 
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where At is the time step interval between successive iterations. and p is the viscosity. 

Figure 3.6 Forces on a Vertex Node of Adjacent Cells 

(from Weliky and Oster. 1990) 

A scheme is designed to ailow cells to change neighbours when one shared side of 

two adjacent cells becornes too short (Jacobson. 1980). The simulation results mixnic 

some essential features of epiboly including ceU shape changes. reduction in the number of 

marginal cells. and the dynamic pattern of ceii remgements  (the experimental 

observations were done by Keller and Trinkaus, 1987). However. this mode1 excludes the 
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fundamental fact that a ceii is part of a continuum field, rather they are simply an assembly 

of vertices. This drawback prevents tnie ceU shape changes from king reproduced. 

3.23 Suisky et aï Model 

In order to verify Steinberg's differen tial adhesion hypothesis, rnany attem pts have 

been made to simulation the sorting of heterotypic cell aggregates (Steinberg, 1975 for 

review). SuWty et al (1984) proposed a œll model which is based on the minimization of 

the interfaciai free energy theory. They aiso generate the Voronoi tessellation to represent 

a group of monotypic ce&. A characteristic surface tension eV is assigned to pairs of 

ceils, which wiU remain constant through out the simulation The free energy of the 

aggregate then can be written: 

where <ij> denotes a surn over pairs of cells and lu is the Iength of the edge between 

adjacent cells i and j. Area constancy of every cell in the plane dAIdt = O is enforced in 

the simulation pcocess. To fmd the path in which cells move, a variation is considered: 

where is a quadratic hirsction of the velocities, which can be obtained from Newtonian 

incompressible fluid theory; I and p are multipliers. A set of goveming equations c m  be 

derived from Equation 3.4 and the displacement of each cell c m  be found by solving these 

equations. In this model, a cell moves through the configuration space of steepest descent 

dong the surface V(X~,?) with a given dissipation a. Neighbour change is also allowed 

and partial sorting is obtained. 
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The initial configuration is a mesh of squares with the same areas. Three kinds of 

cells are distributed in certain patterns. By assigning different combinations of adhesive 

energies to cell interfaces. the simulation results reproduce various cellular phenornena 

includllig cell sorting, engulfment and inter-mixing of heterotypic œlls. This model, 

however. fails to portrait the true behaviour of c d  shape change since each cell is 

represented only by the location of its so caed "nucleus", which is acaially the centroid of 

the polygon in the model. In the initial configuration. œlls are not randomly mixed. as 

they are in the experirnenu. Another constraint of this mode1 is that it excludes the other 

force-generating intraceliuiar components which are known to be important to ceil 

activities. 

3.2.3 Graner Mode1 

In his model, Graner (1993) started from a simple idea that celkell adhesion is 

associated with an energy per unit area and &hed the total adhesion energy Eadh as a 

function of the cell configuration. He hirther assumed that this adhesion energy depends 

only on the relative positions of the objects. Thus it behaves like a potential energy for the 

tell aggregate, k ing  invariant under spatial translation and rotation as welI as exchanging 

positions between adjacent ceils. As a result. a force F analogous to gravity can be 

defined as the derivative of E*, respect to the relative position vector rij of any pair of 

cells: 
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This force exists between any two cells, regardes whether they shate the common 

boundary or not. It tends to propel two œh move towards each other. The velocity of 

the cell movement is govemed by the following equation of motion: 

4 

where Fdhm anz all forces not arising from surface adhesion, and p, is the viscosity of the 

media in which a ceil moves. 

UiitiaIIy a set of forrning points are distributeci on a plane, according to which a 

Voronoi tessellation is generated representing a ceil aggregate. It is assurned that this ce11 

aggregate consists of two types of randomly mixed cells, one is more adhesive than the 

other. At each iterative step, new positions of forming points are determineci using 

Equation 3.6. A updated topology of the celi aggregate is achieved by a Voronoi 

tessellation according to the current positions of fonning points. However, in order to 

keep the area constancy of each cell, the Voronoi tesseliation used here allows gaps within 

the aggregate, and thus cells may not be simple-connecteci. 

Given different values of the surface energy, various activities of cells including 

celi sorting, dissociation, checker-board formation and tissue engulfment are reproduced. 

However, the basic assumption of this model, which assumes there are mutual attraction 

forces across the long distance between non-adjacent œUs, is quite disputable due to lack 

of experimen ta1 evidences. 

3.2.4 Glazier and Graner Mode1 

Inspired by the success of the large-Q Potts model in the simulation of the 

topological changes in cellular patterns in metal and soap froths (Glazier, 1989). Glazier 
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and Grmer (1992, 1993) used an extendeci 1arge-Q Potts mode1 to simulate differential 

adhesiondriven œil sorting. Unlilre a l l  the above modeis which use packed polygons in a 

plane to represent the celi aggregate. celis in the large-Q Potts are defined by N 

degenerate spins, a (iJ) = 1.2, . . .. N, where i j  identify a lattice site. A ceil a consists of 

ail sites in the lanice with the same spin. Cells might have different the number of sides at 

different steps, and need not be simply connecteci. Two types of cells: dark ceils denoting 

stronger adhesiveness and light cells d e n o ~ g  lesser adhesiveness, are randomly mixed at 

the beginning- The medium is also considered as one cell type. No cellular properties 

other than the cell-ceil, celi-medium interfacial energies J are assigned to the entire cell 

aggregate. Therefore, there are four independent parameters of interfacial energy: J(d.d) is 

the interfacial energy between two dark celis; J(I.1) between two iight cells; J(d.1) = J0.d) is 

the interfacial energy between a dark cell and a light œil; J(d,M) = J(l,M) is the interfacial 

energy between a dark or light celi and the medium. At each step, a lattice site is selected 

randomly and its spin is changed from a to d with Monte Car10 probability. Simulations 

with a wide range of the energy parameters are carried out. It was found that spontaneous 

cell sorting can occur when the values of J sath@ the following inequalities: 

Over a long p e n d  of simulation time, complete ceil sorting is obtain under the 

assumption J(d.d) = 2, J(d J) = 11, J(l,l) = 14, J(d,M) = I(l,M) = 16. It is worth pointing 

out that Equation 3.5 is only a necessary condition for complete cell sorting but not a 

-tient one. SrnaIl clifferences between J(d,d) and J(lJ) prevent the complete sorting 

c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  (Le., cluster of dark œlls is completely engulfed by light celis) from king 

reached. Sulsky's simulation results (1984) ais0 support this statement By varying these 

interfacial energy values, other important cell behaviours including checkerboard 

foxmation. tissue spreading, position reversal and dispersai are reproduced from the 

simulations. 
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Since differential adhesion is the oniy driving force in this model, the simulation 

resdu suggest that the energy landscape is important to biological cell sorting and that not 

ody active œlls can reanange, slightly fluctuating or possibly even purely passive cells. 

laclring autonomous mode apparatus. can sort partially or completely, en@* disperse. or 

fom checkerboards. It serves as a verifïcation of Steinberg's differential adhesion 

hypothesis. 

This study carries out a systematic investigation of various cell properties related 

to the cell interfacial fiee energy, and defines qualitative free energy relationships between 

different types of interfaces within a heterotypic cell aggregate associateci with each of 

those phenornena (cell sorting, engulfig, etc.). Although the simulations yield good ceLi 

sorting patterns, like Sulsky et aL model, there are no other morphogenetically important 

intracellular structures presented, since the rnethodology of this model is purely h m  

statistics point of view. Table 3.2 summarizes the existing models of biological cells. 

Inspired by the existing rnodels both on the tissue-level and celi-level, and by the 

need of for better mode1 to combine a good simulation engine and the Feasibility of 

incorporating cell microcornponents, a novel fuiite element ceLl model is proposeci in the 

following c hapter. 
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Table 3.2 Simulation Mdek of Biological Cells 

Engine Simulation Results Cons traints 

Weliky and Fundulus VT* monotypic ceU finite dflerence ceU shape changes; c eb  are treated as mere 
Os ter epiboly population, CMB contractile method to reduction in the number vertices, not a 
Mode1 forces and intraceiiular calculate cell of marginal celis; the continuous unit with 

pressure; elastic material movement dynamicpatternofceîi visco-elasticmaterial 
property; CNC aiiowed caused by nodal remangement properties, no ara- 

imbalance force constancy preserved 

Sulskyetal differential VT* heterotypicceil iterative scheme cell sorting; enguhent; no other force- 
Model adhesion- aggregate consisting t h  to calculate ceii intermixing generating int racellular 

driven ceii îcinds of celis; different movement to structum included; 
sorting adhesive energy is assigned; minimize free initially celis are not 

viscous material properties; energy randomly mixed; cm not 
CNC dowed portrait the real cell 

shape changes 

Gr ane r differential VT* heterotypic ce1 iterative SC heme ce1 sort hg; engulfment ; basic assump tion lacks 
Mode1 adhesion- aggregate consisting two to calculate cell intermixing, ceil of experimental eviàence 

driven ce1 kinds of ceik; different movement dong dissociation 
sorthg adhesive energy is assigned the gradient of 

free surface Pt 
energy 
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Finite Element Mode1 of 
Cells 

4.1 Cell Topdogy and Voronoi Tessemation 

As shown previously in Figure 1.3, a ce1 can take various shapes depending on its 

location and function. Most epithelial œlls in a living embryo typically fonn sheets of 

convex polygons with 3 to 7 sides. The size of an embryonic ce11 is a couple of micm 

meters which is invisible to human eyes. Figure 4.1 shows two rnicrographs of embryonic 

cells. Stage nurnbers are according to the classification of Bordzdovsikaya, et al. (1989). 

During these stages, ~ i g ~ c a n t  cell divisions and position changes occur. thus at stage 9, a 

smaller cell size and greater nmber  of celis are observeci. However. there is no sign5cant 

volume change of the embryo. 

Two embryos are never exactly the same. and two celi sheets are unique when 

mapped bit by bit. Yet the same type of celis do possess very sirnilar properties. The fmt 

challenge of the simulation of such materials is to find a generai geometric representation 

of the ceil sheet, which is independent of the individual shapes of the ceils. Voronoi 

TesseIlation is found to give a close representation of this type of cell topological pattern 

Dowyer, 1981; Honda and Yamanaka, 19861. The definition of Voronoi Tesseilation is 

described as bis: given the positions of n distinct points a.bc,. . ., namely fonning points, 
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Figure 4.1 Image of Cellular Patterns of an Axolotl Embryo at 

Development Stages 7 and 9. 

(after Brodland and Veldhuis, 1996) 

in the plane, around a point O, a temtory can be found such that every point within this 

temtory is nearer to this forrning point than to any other fomiing point. The resulting 

territories will fom a pattern of packed convex polygons covering the entire plane (Figure 

4.2)- 

The process of obtaining a Voronoi Tessellation is iîlustrated in Figure 4.3. Fiat, 

a set of forming points are generated within a given region w by h. In this study, a 

machinedependent random number generating aigorithm is employed to find the 

coordinates of focming points. The minimum distance between distinct points is d. When 

a new point is generated, the distances from this new point to every existing point in the 

region are calculated and cornpareci with d. If any of these distances is shorter than d, the 

new point will be discardeci. Thus, the snaüer d is, the more fonning points are 

generated. Around a fonning point O, a circular region with the radius r is defined. This 
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is called the searcbing circle, containing all eligible points to fom a Voronoi tesseilation 

œli around that forrning point. Among al1 points in the ~earching cide, the closest point 

to point 0, which is indicated by a, is chosen to be the starting point The perpendicuiar 

line v@vl lies in the middle of line O-a and consists one side of a ce& A counter cIock- 

wise research is carried out to fmd the next point b, and the perpenaicular line vLv2 at the 

middle point between O and b wilI be another side of the ce& The intersection point v l  is 

a vertex of the cell. '2he same procedure is repeated und ai l  sides of the cell are found. 

The resulting pattern can be a snaight edge or a f~ boundary depending on the nature of 

the simulation. If a straight edge pattern is required, then reflections of the points dong 

the edgu within the bandwidth of b are needed, as indicated by the gray dots Ïn 

Figure 4.3. 

fotm ing 

edges 

points 

Figure 4.2 Definition of Vomnoi Tessellation 
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Figure 4.3 Parameters in the Caiculation of Vorond Tessellation 

The density and regularity of the tesseiiation depend on a combination of certain 

criteria, as surnmarized in Table 4.1. figure 4.4 depicts the flow chart of the cornputer 

implementation 

Two straight-edge and two free-edge Voronoi tesseilation patterns are presented 

in Figure 4.5. The irregular pattern (a) is similar to a ceil sheet at its early stage of 

development with very active ceIl division The pattern (b) is an evenly disûibuted pattern 

common at later stages of the development (c) and (d) are two free-edge tessellation, 

with more evenly distributed patterns, representing more mature œil aggregates. Great 
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sirnilarity exists b e w n  the œli sheet shown in Figure 4.1 and the Voronoi Tesseilation 

patches. 

Table 4.1 Criteria Reguiating the Characteristics of a Vorowi T d l a t i o n  

Panmeter Desaip tion Furiction 

d minimum distance between two density of the tessellation 
distinctive forming points 

MAX-TRY maximum number of attempts to reguiarity of the patch 
nnd a oew forming point before 
stopping 

the searching range regulate points selected in the 
process of finding a l l  vertices for 
a polygon 

b bandwidth of the region within generate a straight edge of the 
which  oints ate reflected ~atch 
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grnerate a ramian point 
I 

C+&n 2: the iwnher of points co~~ecutively generatcd 
not eligiMc to k a fotvning point Stry 
b grecwr t h  MAX-TRY 

distance of R fran a foming point 

defuie the vertices of the polygon 

Figure 4.4 Cornputer Implementation of Voronoi TesseIlation 

generate geaneûy fdes G*** and 
constrain t files 'Pa for FE analysis . 



(a) uneven straight-edge mesh (b) even straight-eâge mesh 

(c) intermixed free-edge cell aggregate (d) heterotypic ceil tissues 

Figure 4.5 Voronoi Tessellation 
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A k y  to meaninghù simutations on the cellular level is a successfd numencd 

mode1 of a living c d ,  which incorporates c d  geometry, cell micro-structures and most of 

all. celIuIar activities. A ce11 sheet consists of numemus cells and is treated as a plane 

strain pro blem. 

In this study, each ceU is modeled individually. As shown in Figure 4.6. a n-sided 

œll is broken into n triangular elements as indicated by the dash lines. An auxiliary node 

(shown solid black) is placed in the centroid of each ceil . It is not a physical node but a 

division reference point to produce reasonable aspect ratios in the triangular elements. 

Each triangular subelement has viscosity p and Poisson's ratio, v = 0, permitting the 

cytoplasm to fmly shifi from one place to another within the cell. Although each 

Figure 4.6 Ce11 Element 
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triangular sub-element can change in area, the total volume of the œ U  is kept constant 
using a Lagrangian side condition. Therefore, an n-side œil is treated as a buk element 
cailed a ce11 element Note that n can be an arbitmy number. 

A variety of structural components are thought to have mechanical signifscance 
inside of these ceiis and between adjacent ceils (Figure 4.7). 

adhesion molecules 

microtubule mesh 
desrnosomes 

intermediate filament 

microfilament bundles 

cyto plasm 

7 
membrane 

microtubule mesh 

intermediate filament 

microfilament bundles 

C nucleus 

Figure 4.7 Two-dimensionai Resentation of the 
Micr~~components in a Ce11 

Several of these generate forces dong ceil boundaries. niese include 

circurnferential microfhent bundles (CMBs) which inscribe the apical end of the ceii and 

generated a contractile force 



whenz A is the cross-sectional area of the CMBs and a is the contractile stress or tonus in 

the bundle. A contractile force FMem is also produced by the œil membrane itself. In 

contrast to these contractile forces, surface adhesions between two adjacent ceb i and j 

produce forces Fm that tend to make their common boundary increase in length 

Randomly oriented microtubules which lie immediatdy below and parallel to the apical 

surface of the œil &O generate an equivalent force Fm dong the boundaries. This force 

also acts in opposition to the CMBs and membrane tension. Some of these forces are 

transferred directly from cell to ceii by ceii junctions. Coilectively. these forces produce a 

total equivalent contractile force. 

dong each interior cell edge (Figure 4.6). CeIl edges dong the boundary of a patch are 
assurned to generate a force of Fd2. The cytoplasm in each cell generates forces due to 

its viscosity p.. and forces due to any intrii-cellular pressure p it canies. 

With time. the entire c e U  sheet undergoes large deformations. An updated 

Lagrange algorithm is employed to calculate the defomations. Within a sufficiently snall 

t h e  interval, an infitesimal linear theory cm be applied to solve the system equations. 

The configuration is updated at the end of each tirne step. 

The area of an n-sided polygon is obtained through its nodal coordinates: 



Note rhat in the above fomulation, the index nwnbers 1 and n+l both indicate the first 

node since the polygon is a closed object. Witbin thne interval At, when the displacement 

of each node, Aui and AviV are infinitesimd. the change of the area is: 

where 

Since a pure viscous mawial property is assumed within each aianguiar element, 

the stress depends on the strain rate. The constitutive equation is: 

here D is the stress-su rate operator ma& related to Poisson's ratio and viscosity of 

the material. The subsidiary condition AA = O which preserve the area constancy of a ceii 

can be introduced into the functional of the p ~ c i p l e  of minimum potential energy 

np using a Lagrange multiplier p. Denoting the strair~ energy of the systern by E, the 

body force by F. ,  and the force on the boundaries by T . n takes the fom: 
P 
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Linear shape functions are used in each hiangular element The stationary 

conditions of n with respect of ui, vi, ; , and p povide system equations as 
P 

follows: 

and 

where 

The symbol Z denotes the assernbling of al1 aiangular elements in one cell. The damping 

and stiffness matrices of the ith triangular element are ce and ke , respectively. The 
1 1 

displacement and velocity vectors are ue and ue . Shce the time interval At is small, the 
1 1 

velocity can be approximated by 

in which Au is the change of the displacement within the curent step t. Combining the 

change of the displacements and the multiplier into one vector AU': 



AU' = {A%, A v ~ ,   AU^. A v ~  . . . Au,.,, Av,. j (4.10) 

equations 4.7 and 4.8 c m  be written in matrix form as: 

w here 

and 
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B y rewriting partitioned Equation 4.1 1 as 

where 

Fiilthemore. the degree-of-freedom of the intemal node can be eliminated by 

king condensed to the nodes on the ceIl edges. Note that in Equation 4.12. the force 

vector includes the recovery forces from the 1st term of Equation 4.11 at the right hand 

side, Here S, is a 2x2 matrix, S, is a 2x(2n+l) matrix, S, is a (2n+l)x2 matrix and S, 

is a (2n+ l)x(2n+ 1) matrix. Two equations can be derived from Equation (12): 

Eliminating x, from Equations 4.13 and 4.14 gives the condensed ceii element 

equations: 

(s - s s-'s ) x,=f, 
Q: c o o a o c  
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Thus in the simulations herein, no degrees-O f- freedom related to intemal nodes are 

explicitly calculated. 

4.3 Rules of Ceil Neighbour Changes 

During neundation, ceil division is not a dominant phenomenon and will be 

excluded from this study. On the other hand, cell neighbour changes are one of the most 

common activities and play a signifïcant rok especiaiiy when large deformations of the cell 

sheet are involved. The sides of cells WU lengthen or shorten. When a side is shorter than 

a minimum length. the comection between two ceh is M y  broken. and the two 

contipous cells separate. For instance. in Figure 4.8 (a). adjacent ceils 1 and 3 share the 

side a-b (highlighted by the circle). When the minimum specified length is reached (b), 

side a-b rotates 90°, resulting in the separation of ceils 1 and ceil 3 (c). 

Figure 4.8 Neighbour Change in the Cell Sheet 

A computing algorithm permits this crucial cellular behaviour in Our modeL When 

a straight edge œll sheet is considered. specid attention need to be paid to the nodes on 

the ce11 sheet edge when they change neighbours. Table 3.1 is a detailed summary of all 

possible cases in neighbour changes between celis. 



- -- - 

*NC: Neighbour Changes 

4.4 Cornputer Implernentatiois 

Tabie 4.2 Neighbour Changes Within a Cell Sheet 

A program d e d  FECSEM (Finie Element Cornputer Simulation of Embryo 

Morphogenesis) was developed in the programming langage C to implement the above 

cell modeL There are three major sections of FECSEM: vmesh. celW. and fastdraw. 

Both straight-edge and free-edge Vomnoi tessellation meshes are generated using vmesh. 

A different set of random points will result in a different cell patch. Various cell activities 

are sirnulated using c d W .  An updated Lagrangian iterative scheme is used. The ce11 

element formulation is applied to each ceil. and ail forces at each node are calculated. 

Aftet applying constraints and boundary conditions. the system equations are solved and a 

new configuration is obtained. Based on this new configuration, the same procedure is 

repeated. Simulation xesults can be played back and forth step by step using fastàraw. 

'Ihe flowchart in Figure 4.9 illustrates the detail cornputer implementation of the ceil 

modeL 
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+ aie: geometry specifition file 
Tfiie: boundary and ceil properties 

specrition fiie 

calculate adhesion and 1 CMBs fo- on each mde 1 

I assemble global rnatriœs 
of the cell sheet 1 cell2d 

I âiiretée each cell and 
form the eiement rnatrix I 

d v e  the system 
equations 

check al1 sides of celis 
perform neig hbour change 

if necessary I 
update and d i h y  the 

Dfiles: geometry files of deformed 
configuration at each step 

Figure 4.9 Implementation of the Computer Simulation 
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Ce11 Rearrangement and Bulk 
Mechanical Properties of 
Epithelial Ce11 Sheets 5 

Unlike materials such as steel or cernent which have properties that can be tested 

using estabfished methods and expressed in weU-known constitutive equations, the 

mechanical properties of the biological cell sheet are still largely unknown. Since the 

mechanical properties are greatly affecteci by the active behaviour of cells, none of the 

traditional testing methods are feasible for measuring these mechanical properties because 

they wiU interfere with the œlI activities, thus altering the true mechanical characteristic of 

the ce11 sheet Nevertheless, cornputer simulations ushg the cell elernent derived 

previously, keep œil micro-structures intact and permit simulation of critical living cell 

activities during the deformation of the cell sheet They thus provide an ideal and 

systematic way to study the mechanical properties of the ceii sheet in a systematic way. 

In this chapter, straight-edged epithelial ce11 sheets subjected to various extemal 

stimuli are sirnulated Active cell rearrangements occur duMg the deformation of the cell 

sheet The extemal stresses acting on the cell sheet generate the movement of the cell 

sheet anci the internai pressures inside the cell sheet caused by the deformation of celis are 

calculated. Moreover, an andytical expression for these stresses and pressures are derived 

and the resuits are compared with the numencal values. The purpose of this simulation is 
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to determine, in quantitative mechanical tenns . the mechanicd e ffect of circum ferential 

microfilaments bundles, celi cytoplasm viscosity. intemal ceii pressures, cell 

rearrangement, and extemal loads or displacements on the mechanicd behaviours of 

epitklial c e U  sheets. 

Morphogenetic processes in embryos are a dynamic phenomenon, which can be 

describeci in iemis of a developmental time T, which can be a real t h e  t or a development 
stage. nius  a dynamic procedure ( an iterative scheme in this snidy). is adapted for the 

cornputer simulations. In a meaningfid simulation. the the  t in the iterative solving 

process should possess a iinear relationship with the development time T. 

In the simulation of neunilation, for example, Brociland and Clausi (1995) defuied 

a t h e  scaling factor 8 with a unit of tirne- 1, where 

By setting 8 to 0.5, the simulation results match the real sequence of neunilation embryo 

in vivo reasonably well. In this current work, the same convention is followed. The value 

of 0 varies from case to case depending on the process sirnulated and the properties 

assignai to the ceii s heet 

Once the geometry and the size of the cell sheet are detexmined, the amplitude of 

the contractile forces Fc and the viscosity p of the cytoplasm are assigneci to the ceii sheet 

From a mathematical point of view, it is the ratio of these values that decides the 

movement of each node and thus defines the deformation of the ceU sheet, rather than the 

absolute values of FC or p. In other words, different cell properties. different cell sheet 

sizes, and diaerent iterative t h e  steps can yield exactly the same deformeci c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  

of the ceU sheet, as long as the ratio between these parameters remain the same. To 
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Smplify the analysis, we de& a sheet characterilaiion panuneters Qx as the ratio of the 

mimfiiament forces, Si, in x direction per unit of sheet width, to the viscous forces 

produced by the cytoplasm, namely: 

where 6 is the thickness of the cell sheet The value of Scx, can be found experimentally 

by counting the number of ceil boundaries that cross a unit cross-section of the sheet and 

multiplying that number by the average cosine of the angle that they make with the cross- 

section, or it can be found theo~tically by a similar procedure based on statistical 

mechania. The parameter Sc is proportional to Fc and to the boundary &nsity. It is also 

affected by cell shape in as much as œll shape affects the angles at which the c d  

boundaries cross an arbitrarily oriented section through the sheet. 

The dimensioless intemal pressure, P, is defined as 

where ji is the average intracellular pcessure. The dimensionless stress, S,, is defmed as 

where r, is the total applied load divided by the dimension dong which it acts. In the case 

of a ceil sheet stretched in the y-direction, parameters Qy and Sy are similarly defmed. 
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A ce11 might t a k  an arbitrary, n-sided polygonal shape. In order to describe it in a 

general quantitative manner, a simple gwmetric parameter has to be defined to describe 

the basic shape of the polygonal geometry. A conventional way is to approximate a 

polygon with an "kt - f i t"  ellipse (Figure 5. la). This ellipse and the original polygon will 

have the same principal moments of inertia 11 and 12. As the ceil sheet defoms. each cell 

elongates in the same direction and the principal axis remain aligned in x and y directions. 

Therefore. in this snidy. for each cell, a rectangle of size of axb (Figure 5.lb) is defiecl 

such that it will have the same momentum of inema 1,. Iyy as the original polygon. The 

shape ratio of a cell is defined as the ratio of a to b. and is given by: 

principal axis 
coordinate axis 

Figure 5.1 Best-Fit Shapes for Polygon 
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In general, the nodal forces associateci with the starting configuration ( a Voronoi 

tesseUation) are not in balance. An annealling process is used to establish an equüibrated 

starting configuration. This is done by k i n g  al nodes dong the boundaries so  that they 

cannot move normal to their respective boundaries. Nodes are then allowed to move 

under the action of intemal forces until an equilibrium state is obtained. Figure 5.2(a) is a 

Voronoi tessellation before annealhg and Figure 5.2(b) is the annealled configuration. 

Some cell rearrangements occur, as might be expected, and œlls tend to form equal angles 

Figure 5.2 Ameaiiing Pmcess of a Shaight-edge Ce11 Sheet 
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of 120' at all intemal nodes. An intra-ceîlular pressure is also produced in each ceil by the 

contraction forces Fc around their respective boundaries. Further tests prove that the nnal 

annealed configuration is independent of the parameters Qx and Qy. However. the smder 

the magnitude of Q, the longer the t h e  it takes to reach the annealed state. The annealing 

process ensures isotropy of the initial configuration. AU sheets used hereafter are annealed 

before they are subjected to any extemal stimuli 

5.3 Analyticai Formulation of the Bulk Mechanical Properfy 

Consider a rectangdar area with dimensions w and h. as show in Figure 5.3. The 

area may consist of many ceh  as suggested by the dashed Lines, or it may consist of a 

single (hypothetical) rectangular cell. The patch is assumed to have a thickness 6. to be 

nIled with a viscous material having viscosity p. and to have an (initialiy unknown) 

average interna1 pressure of p. The patch is further assumed to be stretched at a constant 

true strain rate. and to be acted on by an extemai tme stress a,. No extemal stress is 

applied in the verticai direction. 

The patch will be in equilibrium in the xdirection when 

where Fc, is the totai force in the x-direction due to contraction forces dong the cell 

boundaries. Similady, there wiIl be equilibrium in the y-direction when 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic Diagram of Forces in a Cell Sheet 

These equations can be combined to fmd the dimensioniess intemal pressure 

and the t e n d e  resultant or stress 
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Foiiowing the same procedure as those in Equation 5.2-5.5. the dimensionles 

pressure and stress are defined as the foUowing: 

Note that the intemal pressure arises from contraction of the cell boundary in the 

y-direction and h m  an interaction of the viscosity with the constant-volume constraint 

This is more readily apparent in Equation 5.10. The three terms of which show how the 

stress 4 results from 1) the direct stress produced by the horizontaiiy-oriented 

microfliaments. 2) a stress caused by the induced interna1 pressure, and 3) the direct 

viscous effect of the cytoplasrn. respectively. 

If the sheet is composed of many cells. as suggested by the dashed hes in Figure 

5.3, the total force in the x-direction due to the action of force Fc dong the c d  

boundaries can be estirnated using statistical mechanics. If, for example. a ceil sheet starts 

in an isotmpic (amealled) condition. so that its q boundaries of average length d are 

distributed unifornily with respect to their angle 8 countet-clockwise from the x-axis. then 

the force across any cross-sectional normal to the x axis is given by 

where 
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is the area density of ceIl boundary. This can be expresseci as an equivalent resultant 

DFc 
=x =2- 

Force and resultant in the y-direction Fcy and ay are defined in a similar fashion. 

If the patch defoms, or if for some other reason, the ceils in the patch and their 

boundanes are not isotropic. but stretched to a ratio of y in the x-direction and lly in the 

y-direction (to maintain area constancy), then the angles of the ceil boundaries that were 

not in the coordinate directions will change. The component of the force in the 

x-direction will now depend on the cosine of the new orientation angle and will produce a 

new net force of 

where the tenn with the square root ratio is the cosine of the new angle of a side which 

has been at angle 0 in the initial configuration. Equation 5.11 is a special case (y = 1) of 

Equation 5.14. 

Equations 5.6 through 5.16 ailow pressure and stress to be calculated provided 

that the cell shape is known. The cell shape parameter is dependent on the Ioading history 

and, at present, must be detennined from numencai simulations or physical experiments 

which provide cell shape data via the shape ratio K âefined in Equation 5.5. An estimate 

of y can be obtained by assuming that it is related to K by 
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as it is for a single, rectangular ceiL 

5.4 Simulation Results 

In this section. 7 cases are presented. These cases systematidy investigate the 

mechanical properties of œil sheets with different CMBs forces. viscosity, of d i f f e ~ n t  

densities, boundaries. subjected to different extemal stimuli are investigated. 

5.4.1 Ce11 Sheet Stmtched at a Constant Strain Rate (Case 1) 

Figure 5.4 (a) shows a ceii sheet consisting of 144 ceils. The sheet is stretched 

horizontally at a constant tnie strain rate. This is accomplished by constraining nodes 

along the left side of the ceil patch from moving horizontally and nodes dong the bottom 

side from rnoving verticaiiy. Nodes along the nght side are moved horizontally at an 

increasing speed so as to produce a constant tnie strain rate. Nodes along the top edge 

are constrained so that they al l  move in the vertical direction by the same amount. The 

dimensionless parameter Qx is 12. 

Figure 5.4 (b) and (c) show the patch as it is stretched in the xdirection. The solid 

curve in Figure 5.5 (a) is S versus stretch ratio X curve for the patch. The average ceil 

shape as  m e a s d  by K is &O shown. The vertical bars show the number of neighbour 

changes that occur at each step of the simulation. By the thne the patch is stretched to 

h = 5,322 simulation steps bave k e n  used. During the initial stages of elongation (1 I h 

5 2), few neighbour changes occur, and the deformation is accommodated almost entirely 

by ceil shape change. Beyond approximately = 3. significant neighbour changes occur 

and the average œil shape changes Little. This is because it becomes energeticaiiy 
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(a) r = O, h = 1 (b) T =1.4, h = 2 

Fïgure 5.4 Elongation of a Cell Sheet in X-direction at a Constant Rate 
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Figure 5.5 (a) True Stresses (S), Cell Shape Ratio (K), and Number 
of Neighbour Changes (NNC) Versus Patch Elongation Ratio(k) 
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prefetable for a oeighbour change to occur than for the ceh to become M e r  

elongated. Also shown in Figure 5.5 (a). is a plot of the stress resultant S 

calculated using Equations 5.6 to 5-16. Theoeticai pressure estimates (made 

uing Equation 5.10) and average numerical pressures are shown in Figure 5.5 (b). 

In both graphs, numerical and theoretical curves are in good agreement 

niere are many factors affecthg the shape of the stress-strain curve of a 

œll sheet. Arnong them are the &nsity of the œil patch, c d  properties such as 

contractile forces and viscosity inside each ceiis. and the rate of deformation. 

E f f '  of the Dedty  (Case 2) 

For a w by h patch consisting of n cells, the directionai eâge densities of 

the cell sheet y, and yy are defined as foilows: 

W.= ,-=Jp W X ~  

When the cell sheet is anneaUed, the density parameters are approximately equal to 

the average number of ceiis distributed dong x and y directions respectively. 

The following simulations are designed to study the effect of the density of 

the ceIl sheet on the shape of the stress-strain curve. Three cell patches with the 

same sizes but different number of ceils are shown in Figure 5.6. Patch B is the 
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same patch in the reference case. with 144 ce& and a density of 12.00; while Patch 

A consists 50 cells and had a lower density of 7.07. Patch C has more celis (275 

cells), thus has the highest density of 16.58 among the three patches. Each of 

them is subjected to a constant stain rate at its right edge. The left edge is 

restrallied to move horimntally and the bottom edge is fued verticaily. The top 

edge is kept straight during the deformation. The parameters Qx in the three 

patches are 24, 12 and 7 respectively. Curves in Figure 5.7 demonstrate the 

relationship between mue stresses (SJ versus elongation ratio (h) of the three 

patches. along with their defomed configuration at h = 4. Patch A is stiffer than 

the other two patches, because a larger fraction of the cells are consaaineci by the 

straight edge condition. Increasing the celi density gradually (more tests not 

shown here) minimizes this khd of "edgeeffect" and the curve approaches the 

shape of that for Patches B and C. The curve of Patch C takes a very similar shape 

of Patch B, suggesting that the patch of density 12 is sufficient that boundary 

conditions are negligible. The differences in the stress values between Patch B and 

C are due to the strength of Fc per cross-sectional length inside the ceii sheets. 

Since Patch C has more cells along each direction. resulting in stronger total 

contractile force acting at the edge, larger forces are needed to cause the same 

amount of deformation in Patch C as that of Patch B. 
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(a) Patch A (50 CeUs) (b) Patch B (144 CeUs) 

Wpre 5.6 Cell Patches of Different Densities 

(c) Patch C (275 Ceh) 





Eff& d Contrade Force Fc (Case 3) 

The strength of the contractile force Fc has a direct impact on the shape of the 

tells and the stress-saain curve. Three values of contractile forces were assigned to the 

geometry of the patch in the reference case (Fiigure 5.4 (a)), resuiting in the dimensiodess 

parameter Qx equais to 2.4. 12 and 60 respectively. The stress-seaui c w e s  that resulted 

are shown in Figure 5.8 (a). Evidently, stronger Qx causes a higher stress level and more 

vigorous ceIl reanangements inside the ce11 sheet. As a result, the shape ratio curves m 

Figure 5.8 (b) show that in patches with stronger Qx, ceiis remain rounder in shape than 

those with smaller Q. The roughness in the stress-sPain curve of Qx = 60 is caused by 

ceil reanangements. In a extreme case, where Qx approaches 0, the cell sheet behaves 

more Like a pure viscous material and the stress remains constant as  the ceil sheet 

elongates. Very few, if there is any, neighbour changes occur in this case and the ceIi 

shape K equals the elongation ratio 7c. 

Efffect of Sbain Rate (Case 4) 

The reference patch was then stretched at three strain rates, giving the value of 24. 

12 and 6 to Q, Since the cytoplasm inside each cell is viscous, higher strain rates cause 

stronger resistance from the cell sheet and higher stresses result. as shown in 

Figure 5.9 (a). Moreover, the higher strain rate allows less tirne for the tells tu change 

their shapes and neighbours. Hence ceUs intend to elongate more than those subjected to 

a lower strain rate. The effect of strain rate on the shape ratio is demonstrated m 

figure 5.9 (b). As predicted, the shape ratio versus elongation curves are similar to those 

of Figure 5.9 (a). 
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(a) True Stress (S) Versus Elongation Ratio (X) 

X 

(b) Shape Ratio (K) Versus Elongation Ratio (X) 

Figure 5.8 'ïme Stress (S) and Shape Ratio (K) Versus Elongation Ratio (A) 
of CeII Sheets with Different Fc 
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1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

2, 
(a) True Stress (S) Versus Elongation Rate (A) 

(b) Shape Ratio (K) Venus Elongation Rate (A) 

Figure 5.9 True Stress (S) and Shape Ratio (K) Versus Elongation Ratio (A) 
of CeIl Sheets with Different Strain Rate 



5.4.3 Isotropy of tbc Cdl Sheet (Case 5) 

In a iivïng ernbryo, most mature epitklial cek are in a reguiar polygonal shape 

and are evenly disdbuted. A sheet consisting of such cells possesses isotropic mechanical 

properties during its deformation. The stress-strain c w e s  shown in Figure 5.10 resulted 

£hm simulations of patches with the same density. Testing cases include stretching the 

same patch (patch in reference case) in the x and y direction respectively, and stretching a 

patch which doubles the size in length. The values of Qx in these three cases are the same. 

The good agreement of these three curves confii  the isotropic properties characteristic 

of an initially annealled ce11 sheet 

However, in some morphogenetic or wound healing processes, cells are aligned 

dong a certain axis (Sausedo and Schoenwolf, 1994). Simulations reveal that a sheet of 

such cek  displays anisotropic characters. Case A in Figure 5.11 is the reference case, 

where the patch is anneaiIed and elongates in x-direction at a constant rate (Qx = 12). 

Patch B is the elongated configuration of the reference case when = 2.58. The initial 

configuration of Patch B is no t annealleci. The patch is then set to elongate in y-direction 

at the same constant rate as Patch A. The differences between the case A and B are 

obvious. At the beginning, since Patch B is severely deformed initially, the forces in the 

sheet is aot baianced. Contractile forces from CMBs and other cytoskeletal stmctures 

tend to pull cells back to rounder shapes. This explains the negative values of stress-strain 

cuve of Patch B. 

5.4.4 NecLing Pbenomena (Case 6) 

In the course of eiongation, if the edges of a ceii sheet are not properly restrained. 

or not kept straight, the mechanical properties of the cell sheet can be significantly 

affecteci. Patch B in Figure 5.12 is the same patch as Patch A (reference case) except that 

the top edge does not have the straight-edge constraint. When the œli sheet is stretched 

at a degree, for example, 1 > 1.5 in this case, the value of the stresses start to differ at an 
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Figure 5.10 Tnie Stress Versus Elongation Ratio of A Patch Stretched in Mfferent Direction 
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3c 

Figure 5.12 Necking Phenornena 



inmashg degree since local narrowing or necking occurs in Patch B. In this aspect, the 

behaviour of the living tissue is analog to that of metal when it exhibits necking during a 

tensile test. 

5.4.4 Ceil Sheet Subjected to a Constant Lated Foire (Case 7) 

Figure 5.13 shows the saains prduced by the application of either constant 

nominal or tnie stress. Under the action of a modest true stress. the patch and its œUs 

elongate until a shape predicted by Equation 5.8 (with É set to zero) is reached. Under a 

I I I I 

O 100 200 300 400 

step 

Figure 5.13 Elongation Rate of a Ce11 Sheet Subjected to 
Constant Lateral Stress 
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constant nominal stress. the svain rate (associated with the slope of the curve in Figure 

5.10) û slowed briefly (to point A) because of celî elongation, and then increases more 

and more quickly as the patch narrows and the true stress inmeases without bound. 

The factors that are found to be important to the behaviour of epithelial e l l  sheets 

are the cytoplasm viscosity, the patch strain rate and the strength of the micromarnent 

forces. These deterrnine the onset and rate of œll rearrangement, and the characteristic 

cell shape as expressed by K Cell rearrangement is found to be an important factor in the 

behaviour of cell sheets. 

As the force parameter Q is made larger (by increashg the microfrlament force or 

by reducing the rate of elongation. for example), the œlls tend to remain more rounded, 

and cell rearrangement occurs sooner. The force required to produce a certain rate of 

elongation also increases signifîcantIy with Q because ceii rounding increases the 

cesistance to deformation by cell elongation. In contrast, as Q is made srnalier, less 

rounding occurs. until in the lirnit as Q approaches 0, the sheet deforms as a viscous mas ,  

and no cell rearrangement occurs. This is the situation that produce the least resistance to 

sheet elongation. 

Andytical expressions allow the intra-celiular cell pressure p and applied stress S 

to be calculated from the microfilament forces and ceii shape parameter K At the moment 

L which depends on the deformation history of the sheet, must be found using numericai 

simulations or physical experiments. 

The sirnuldons also demonstrate that the behaviour of a celi sheet can be 

established using relatively few œlls. Under the circumstances and range of deformations 

investigated here. 143 cells are -tient that boundary effects, statisticd variations from 
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patch to patch, and non-continuum effecu such as individual neighbour changes do not 

significantly affect the resdts. In some cases, these conclusions are drawn. in part, from 

the many additional simulations and tests that were canied out but could not be reporteci 

here due to the space limitations. 

During embryo morphogenesis, to form a certain organ usually involves the 

signifiant defonnation of the tissue. In order to accommodate these distortion, cells 

usudly slide dong their boundaries and resulting the rearrangement of the topology. This 

change was careNly observeci and cells are traced (Bumside and Jacobson; 1968; Wilson, 

et al., 1989; Schoenwolf, 1991). The simulations demonstrate this œil rearrangement in 

detail, 

The gross patterns of deformation examined here are often referred to as 

convergent extension or convergence and extension. in the simulations presented hem, 

ankotropic extemal forces produce the extension in one direction, and convergence or 

narrowing in the other. Here. cell intercalation is a passive response cûiven by cell 

rounding due to boundary connection. As noted by Keller e t  al. (1991). intercalation of 

cells might drive convergence and extension in certain situations. We note that such 

intercalation wodd have to occur preferentially in the direction of narrowing, but are not 

clear as to what mechanisn rnight produce such anisotropic intercalation. Convergence 

and extension rnight also be driven by preferentially orienteù microfilament bundles 

(Kalnins, et al., 1995). The theoretical analysis presented herein c o u  be used to analyze 

that situation and to provide estimates of the resulting stresses and pressures. 

Measurement of sheet thickening or thinning might also be useful in identifying which of 

several possible mechanisms is actuaiIy at work 

These simulations provide an important step towards the development of "super 

elements" that can mode1 patches of tissue consisting of rnany cells. Such elements would 
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&rive their properties from the statistical morphology of the actual cells and the 

properties of their cytoskeletd and other mechanically-important structures. 

The simulations c m  be used to estimate stresses, pressures and cell shapes for a 

sheet with given mechanical properties and deformations. Altematively, given cell shape, 

viscosity and strain rate, either the simulations or  analytical formulations might be used to 

caiculate in~aoellular pressures and stresses. The results reported here can be applied to 

situations where a bi-axial stress or other complex stress state exists using p ~ c i p d  stress 

and strain concepts and by decomposing stresses and stains into hydrostatic and deviatonc 

components (Malvern, 1969). 

In conclusion, it is apparent that finite element methods have openeci up yet 

another area of biomechanics inquhy, namely how the morphology and properties of sub- 

cellular structural components give rise to the behaviour of sheets of epithelial cells. 
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Mechanisms of Ce11 Sorting 
and Tissue Spreading 

When dissociated ceils of different kinds are put together, they tend to re-group so 

that like cells are together. This phenomenon is known as ce11 sorting. Since the 

beginning of this century, this vital behaviour of cells has become one of the most studied 

subjects of in vitro cell biology (Wilson, 1907; Townes and Hohfreter, 1955; Weiss and 

Taylor, 1960. Steinberg, 1962; Armstrong, 1989 for review). Wilson's experiments of re- 

constmcting sponges from dissociated ceils indicated that ceil sorting is species-specific. 

Later observations made by Weiss and Taylor (1960)' and Steinberg (1962b) reveaied that 

cell sorting is also organ-specific. 

Subsequent experiments showed that when two fragments of different embryonic 

tissues were placed in contact with each other, both pieces rounded up, followed by a 

series of tissue movements (Steinberg, 1962c; Armstrong, 1978). in which one would 

nomally spread around the surface of the other and eventually envelope it. This 

phenomena is known as tissue spreading. Furthemore. the configuration achieved in this 

way was the same as that arrived at when dissociated cells of these same kinds of tissue 
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were iniermixed and allowed to sort out (Steinberg, 1962a,b.c). 'Lhis indicates that 

heterotypic cell populations of similar composition wodd gravitate toward a common nnal 

state regardles of their initial configuration (Figure 6.1). It appears that an unique 

equilibnum state can be ultirnately reached through œil movements within the heterotypic 

cells aggregate. It was also discovered that the order of the engulfment agrees with the 

order of the adhesiveness 

Figure 6.1 Tissue Reconstruction Through CeN Sorting and 

Tissue Spreading (after Steinberg, 1970) 
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of the tissues involved. Figure 6.2 demonstrates this dationship. Three different types of 

tissue A, B and C are p M  m contact with each other. The order of the adhesiveness 

associateci to each tissue is A > B > C. A k r  a p e n d  of time, tissue A will be enclosed by 

tissue B, while tissue C fonns an outer layer to engulf A and B. 

Adhesion A > Adhesion B > Adhesion C 

Figure 6.2 Hierarchy of Final State of T i e  Engulfment 

63 Postulatecl Cellular Basis for Ce11 Sorting and Tissue Spresding 

CeIl sorting and tissue spreading are one of the most interesting and important 

phenomena for the studies of the behaviour of cells during embryo morphogenesis. 

Consequently, it has been the subject of many hypotheses regarding which cellular 

properties rnight drive œil sorthg and determine the engulfing preference of the 

coaggregated tissues nrinkaus, 1970; Armstrong, 1989 for review). Among them, the 

most successful and widely accepted theory is the "differential adhesion hypo thesis " 

(DM) proposed by Steinberg (1963; 1970). 
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6.2.1 nie Dinerentid Adhesion Hypothesis @AH) 

Ceil &esion bas been recognized as an essential feature of ceil specificity and as 

mediating ahost  every aspect of embryo morphology (Edehan, 1985; Harris, 1994b; 

Steinberg, 1996 for review), It is one of the molecular bases of multi-cellular 

organogenesis and embryo histology (Gumbiner, 19%). 

Steinberg postulateci that there are three cardinal properties of ceiis from different 

embryonic tissues: (a) cells cohere to each other and fom an intenningied aggregate when 

they are put together; (b) œlls from dinerem tissues possess dinerent adhesiveness or 

different interfacial free energy; (c) there exists a nnal state of any multicellutar aggregate 

which minimues the total free energy of the system. In chis respect, biological miis 

behave very much like the immiscible liquid. Steinberg d e d  bis theory the differential 

adlresion hypoihesis (DAH). Since its first appearance, the DAH has been supported by 

various experirnental (Phiiiips and Steinberg. 1969; Thomas and Yancey, 1988; Steinberg 

and Takeichi, 1993; Foty and Steinberg. 1995). and numericd studies (Sulsky et al., 1984; 

Graner, 1993; Glazier and Graner, 1992, 1993; Chen and Brodland, 1997). It is wi&ly 

accepted as explainhg the mechanisms of ceIl sorting, tissue spreading, and other cellular 

phenomena including reversible inhibition of ceii sorting and tissue spreading (Steinberg 

and Wiseman, 1972). 

According to the D M ,  for any aggregate of motiie, mutuaiIy adhesive ceils, the 

most stable configuration should be govemed by the volumes of the member ceil 

populations and the intensities of the adhesions fomed at the various possible celiceil and 

ceil-media interfaces. This configuration can be approached as celis move to increase their 

areas of mutual adhesion and exchange weaker adhesions for stronger ones. The nnal 

state is achieved when the surn of all cellular binding energies is maximized. Because of 

the analogy between the ceil aggregate and the immiscible liquid, inmfiickd fiee energy or 

tissue interfacial tension is introduced to quantify the intensity of ceii adhesions. 
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Figure 6.3 illustrates how the reversibîe works of cohesion (IVa-, and Wbb) and adhesion 

(Wa-b) detemine the fiml con@wation of a heterotypic œil aggregate. which contains 

c d  type a and type b. According to this figure, to complete the celi sorting and to achieve 

the final configuration with ce11 type b population engulfmg ce11 type a population. the 

following inequalities must be satisfied (Foty and Steinberg, 1995): 

Denoting the interfacial tension of œil tissue a by Ga-,. the interfacial tension of 

c d  tissue b by Qb-b and the interfacial tension between tissues a and b by Ga-b, the 

reversible works are related to the interfacial tensions by: 

Interfacial tensions of different tissues are measured. in relative terms (Phillips and 

Steinberg, 1969. 1977, 1978) and later. by the absolute values (Foty et al.. 1994). These 

tests also prove that cells adopt their p r e f e d  associations and positions among the 

intennixed heterogeneous c d  population in the sequence precisely predicted by the DAH. 

6.2.2 Other hypotbeses 

'Zhe effectiveness of the DAH in explainhg observed phenornena does not irnply 

that there is oniy one explanation of the real ceLi sorting mechanism. More than half a 

dozen other theories have k e n  proposed (for review, Armstrong. 1989). The following 

section is a brief description of three alternative hypotheses: (1) the differential sudace 

contraction hypothesis, (2) the specific adhesion hypothesis and (3) the differential 
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W a a  , 

W a-a +W b-b 

fewer heterotypic contacts 

1 

more heterotypic contacts 

partial com piete 
self-isolation self-isdation 
v + - - 

intermixing complete partial 
spreading spreading 

figure 6.3 Relatiomhip Between the Reversible Works of 

C o h d  and Ce11 Sorîing 

ÇIbe shaded area represents values of W,b. 

After Foty and Steinberg. 1994) 
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The LWElerentid Surface Confraction Hypotbesic @CH) 

Noting that cytoskeletal components such as chmderential microfilament bundles 

played a cnrcial role in xnarïy organ fonnation processes including invagination and 

nedation.  Harris (1975) suggested that in a heterogeneous œll aggregate, the difference 

in surface contraction, which is caused by cytocomponents inside cells, could be a major 

driving force behind tissue engulfment and bistotypic cell sorting in vivo. In order for this 

to be valid. two basic assumptions have to be made: 

(a) the cell surfiice contraction becornes the greatest when it is expose- to the 

media and the Ieast when it is adjacent to a ceil of the same histological type. 

and at a medium level when it contacts another cell of a different histological 

type; 

(b) ceh from different tissues exert different surface contraction when they 

contact the medium. 

1t is proposed that the more contractile tissue of any given binary combination 

should segregate to the interior. This hypothesis does not &ny the existence of 

differential adhesions among different histological cells. It only challenges the DAH's 

exclusion of important roles of other cytoskeletal components. 

The Specifie Adhesion Hypothesis (SAH) 

The specific adhesion hypothesis proposes that intercellular adhesion evinces a 

~ i ~ c a n t  degree of tissue specificity. with the adhesion between two homotypic ce& 

stronger than that between two heteropytic cells (Moscona, 1960). When dissociated celis 

cohere to form a mixed reaggregate. the damaged surfaces of cells engendered by the 

dissociation start to be repaired. and tissue specific cell adhesions re-express on the 

surface. This is when the sorting out commences. This version of adhesion re-expression 
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obtaincd favorable evidences h m  studies in œii molcnilar structures on tissue specificity 

and it is believed that c a d h e ~  œll adhesion molecules serve as a determinant in the cell 

sorting (Mam and Nelson. 1996 for review). 

niis hypothesis shares a common basis with the DAH since they both 

achowledge diffmnces in ce11 adhesions among Merent  types of œlls The undedying 

conflict of these two theories, however, lies in the condition in which cornplete ceii sorting 

murs. The DAH postulates it is when Wab is stmnger than WM, whereas in the SAH, 

W,b is the weakest Another short-coming of the S A H  is that it does not predict the 

order of engament in the finai state. 

The Differentid Chernotaxis Hypothesis (DCHH) 

The notion of chemotaxis implies that the direction of movement of cells rnay be 

in£iuenced by the presence in the medium of substances which are in solution. It has been 

long known that different cells have different chernotactic responses (Harris, 1% 1; 

Edelstein, 1971). Advances in molecular ceU biology greatly e ~ c h e d  our understanding 

of œll chernotaxis from the cell surface molecule point of view (Gurnbiner, 1996 for 

review). The diffetential chernotaxis hypothesis envisions ceii sorting as the response of 

ceils to the chernotactic gradient established in a ce11 aggregate (Townes and Holtfreter, 

1955). In the Dictyostelium discoideum cell sorting expairnent made by Ohmon and 

Meada ( 1986). differences in chernotac tic sensitivities between cells grown with and 

without glucose (G(+) œlls and G(-) ce&) are measured, confirming the presence of 

diffefential chemoraxis when cell sorting out. However, there is no implication of 

diffe~ntial chernotaus is the sole dnving force of cell sorting, since differential celi 

adhesions are also detected at the same t h e .  
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This principle can be generaüzed to ail hypotheses. Efforts have been made to 

v e  these hypotheses experimentaily and numerically in the past few decades 

(Armstrong, 1989 for review). Even though one hypothesis might obtain better proof 

than the others h m  one kind of experiments or one type of simulation modelIing. it does 

not invaiid the others from king  me in explaining the mechanisms of cell sorting and 

tissue spreading, since multiple dnwig forces may well govem cell movements in the same 

phenomenon. In other words, the @c mechanisn whkh plays the dominant d e  may 

change with embryo development stages. or under diMerent circurnstances. 

6.3 Compukr Simulations of Heterotypic CeU Aggregates 

While cell sorting, tissue spreading, and other behaviour of ceil aggregates such as 

checker-board pattern formation and dispersal are observe. and documented intensively in 

vitro. their kinetics are stiu largely unknown. To better understand this matter, 

heterotypic cell aggregates are simulated using the fuiite element cell mode1 elucidated m 

the previous chapters. In this study. two kinds of cells are considered, one is more 

adhesive than the other. More dhesive celis are denoted with dark shading while Iess 

adhesive ceils are shown white. In addition. it is possible for ce& to be different in other 

mechancal properties such as contractile force Fc and viscosity p. The initial 

configuration is generated using a freeedge Voronoi tessellation. A portion of the cells 

are assigned to the stronger adhesion in a random fashion, and the rest of the cells are 

assigned to a lesser adhesion. This celi aggregate is then suspended on a plane. with or 

without the culture medium. Zn vivo, a c d  aggregate should be free of any constraints of 

motion. In the simulation model. however. for the sake of numerical stability. two vertices 

of the aggregate have to be resrrained in order to eliminate the free-body motion of the 

system. This mjnimum consfraint does not affect the overail behavioural pattern of the 

aggregate. Influences from the surrounding medium or the subsuate are uicorporated into 
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the mode1 by specifjing the force between a œii and the media There is no other extemai 

stimuli present in the simulation. When the simulation is set to motion, celi movements and 

various cellular activities occur accordhg to the properties of the ceiis and their 

interactions. 

63.1 Definition of Parameters in a Heterotypic Ce11 Aggregate 

Shown in Figure 6.4 is a typical heterotypic cell aggregate consisting of two kinds 

of œlls. It is assumed that cells of the same kind possess smilar sub-celiular micro- 

components such as cytoplasm, circderencial microfilament bundles, microtubdes inside 

each cell. It is further assmed that on the ceii membrane, different expressions of the 

receptors, and different proteins of adhesion molecules make the cd-ceii or cell-media 

adhesion of dark œlls dinerent from white ceils. As stated in chapter 2, the adhesion on 

the interface of two adjacent cells intend to increase their common boundary. this is 

mechanicaliy quivalent to a force F ~ d h  which opposes the contractile force Fc. For 

simplicity, instead of assigning separate values to Fc and F ~ d h ,  a resultant force F is 

defined as: 

and has different values for different types of interfaces. 

In a heterotypic cell aggregate, there are five types of interfaces: interfaces 

between white - white œk; dark - dark œlls; white dark ceils (or dark - white cefi); 

white cell- medium and dark œll- medium. Therefore, five parameters Fdd, Fw-w, Fd- 

W, Fd-rn, and Fw-, have to be defiried, each of which represents the force dong the 
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less adhesive cell - 

Figure 6.4 A Heterotypic Ce11 Aggregate 

respective interface. Table 6.1 lists symbols representing these £ive interfacial types and 

their respective forces. 

Note that each of these parameters can be positive for a net contractile force, or 

negative for a net tende force. Each set of these parameters induces certain kinds of cd 

activities. ranghg fmm celi dissociation or dispersal to ceU sorthg and tissue spreading. 

The transition from one kind of behaviour to another is determined by the relationship 
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Tabie 6.1 Intedpdpl Types in a Hetemtypic Ce11 Aggregate 

between these five parameters. These relationships are systematidy investigated in this 

chapter thmugh a variety of simulations. 

L 

Tnterf" 
Type 

Force 
Psrameter 

6.3.2 Rounding and Protruding Behaviour of CeUs 

Most living ce& can be charactenzed either as rounding or protniding. A ceii 

displays predorninantly protruding behaviour when spreading over a adhesive substratum. 

and munding behaviour when it is suspendeci in a solution or dropped on a non-adhesive 

substratum (LaufTenburger and Horwitz, 1996). However, in some cases, one part of a 

celi is rounding and anothzr part is protruding. The rounding and protniding behaviour of 

cells are the characteristics of the net forces exerting on' œil interfaces. A monotypic cell 

sheet s h o w  in Figure 6.5 (a) is sirnulated to demonstrate this rounding and protruding of 

ceiis. The top and bottom edges of the sheet are restrained verticdy, whiie the nght and 

left edges are restrained horizontaily. 'Ihere is only one type of interface in this aggregate, 

namely white-white interface. Firstly. a net tensile force is assigneci to every interface. 

The rounding behaviour of ceh within the sheet is shown in Figure 6.5 (b). Secondly, a 

net elongation force is assigned to each interface and protruding behaviour of cek are 

observed (Figure 6.5 (c)). 

white ceil - 
white cell 

k - w  

dark ceil - 
dark cell 

06- 

Fu 

white ce11 - 
dark ceIl 

Fd-w 

white ce11 - 
media 

-Q 
Fd-m 

dark celi - 
media 

-Q 
Fw-m 
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(a) initial configuration 

(b) rounding (c) protruding 

Figure 6.5 Rounding and Protruding Behaviour of Cell Sheets 
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The rounding of a ceil maintains its shape whereas protniding provolces the active 

exploration of neighbours around the cell. Evidentiy, the contractile forces are responsible 

for the rounding of individual ceil as weil as the global profile of the aggregate. and tende 

forces generate protruding of ce&. Rounding and protruding are two basic elements of 

shape changes of a ce& Any complicated behaviour of ce& can be dissected into these 

two elements. 

6.4 Simulations of CeU Sorting 

Figure 6.6 (a) shows 135 cells with 62 dark œlls and 73 white ce& randomly put 

together. It is assumed that cells are able to cohere to each other to fomi a simple- 

comected aggregate, which means there is no gap between any two ceus At the 

beginning, dark cells and white ce& are randomly mixecl. One vertex in ceii 1 and one m 

ceIl 5 are anchored to satisfy the minimum requirement of system stability. Two kinds of 

simulations are carrieci out. In the fust kind of simulations, force parameters remain 

constant throughout the simulation. In the second kind, some of these force parameters 

are subjected to randorn temporal variations. 

6.4.1 CeIl Sorting without Ranàom Variations 

The interface forces are in the ratios Fd4 : FM : Fgw : Fd-rn : Fw-m = 400 : 1400 : 

3000 : 6000 : 4000. Notice that the hierarchy of the interfacial forces is: 

Then the simulation is set to motion. The topological changes withh the 

aggregate as weil as shape changes of individual cells are recorded in ternis of simulation 

time r, which equals to the thne interval multiplied by iterative steps. Spontaneous celi 

movements and rearrangements actively take place in a short p e n d  of time. Dark cells, 

such as ceil 36, typidy  fom protwions (Figure 6.6 (b)) due to the interfacial force 
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diffemces. Wkn these protrusion bappen to contact other dark cells, their even weaker 

forces cause theh cornmon boundaries to increa~e in length (œil 36 and 18 in Figure 6.6 

(b)) and chahs of dark cells are formed. while the profile of the aggregate starts to round 

up. By the the  of r = 5, the biggest cluster of dark cells. which happas to be located m 

the middle section of the aggregate, tends to decrease its boundary with white cells as weiî 

as its boundaries with the medium, because of the stronger forces between dark ceh and 

white œlls (Figure 6.6 (c)). Substantial cell remangement has occurred. White cells 

positioned between dark cells in situ, such as cell56 and 65 ue pushed away from dark 

cek and clusters of dark ceils begin to talce a rounded shape. While cell movements 

proceecl, the boundaries of dark ceh on the periphery continue to shorten since dark ce& 

are assumed to posses stronger contractiie forces when they are exposed to the medium. 

When the boundary length is short enough, dark cell 107 is puiied away from the edge 

(Figure 6.6 (d)). Eventually. the biggest cluster of dark cells rnoves into the interior of the 

aggregate (Figure 6.6 (e)). As clusters of dark cells fom,  protrusions are less k l y  to 

span from one cluster to the other. Ceil movements greatiy slow down when the size of 

the cluster increases and the aggregate approaches its equilibrium state. By the time of 

r = 565. clusters of dark cells all round up in the interior of the white cell population 

(Figure 6.6 (f)). After a prolongeci time, very M e  changes occur in the aggregate and 

M e r  cell sorting virtually stop. Therefore. Figure 6.6 (f) is considered as the h a 1  state 

of the aggregate. 

6.4.2 Cell Sorüng aith Rnndom Variations 

Random variations of the cell surface properties have been reported previously. It 

is believed that the random variations can increase the cell motility and enhance ceil 

sorting performance. The same initial configuration and same force parameters are used in 

the foiiowing simulation. except the dark-white cell interfacial force Fd, and dark cell - 
medium force Fm change a percentage of their values after a certain number of 

simulation steps (RAM)-STEP). Each dark ceil is assigned a random number. This 

number is the percentage by which Fd, and Fd-* in that cell are going to change. In 
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order for the changes to take effect, the same set of number is used within RAND-STEP 

simulation steps. Then a new set will be generated. In the simulation presented m 

Figure 6-7, RAND-STEP = 70 is found to be a practical number. RAND-STEP has to be 

big enough to allow the changes to develop. yet can not be too big, or it may lead to local 

instabilities, in which, a ce11 can not maintain the volume-constaacy due to strong 

protnisive activity- Generally, with random variations, c d s  exhibit more active rnotility 

and faster rearrangement Dark ceh are in a more protrwive state. Notice in Figure 6.7, 

only by the time .r = 2, some clusters of dark celis have formed (Figure 6.7 (a)). More 

signincantly, in the biggest dark œil cluster, œll9 and 107 have aiready been pulied insi& 

the tissue. whereas in the case without random variations, this event takes place rnuch 

later. around .r = 30 (Figure 6.6 (e)). By the the  r = 13, two bigger clusters of dark ce& 

move into the interior of the tissue (Figure 6.7 (e)), forming a very smilar configuration to 

the nnal state of the aggregate without random variations (Figure 6.6 (f)). However. the 

clusters of dark cells are still separated and complete soriing is not achieved. 
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(a) z = O 

(b) .c = 2 

(c) Z = 5 

Figure 6.6 Simulations of Cell Sorting without Radom Variation 
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(e) ~t = 37 

Figure 6.6 Simuiations of Cell Sorting without Random Variation (Continued) 
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(a) z = 2 (c) z = 8 

(b) z = 6 (d) z = 13 

Figure 6.7 Simulation of Cell Sorting with Radom Variation 
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6.5 Simulations of Tissue Spreaàing 

Two kinds of tissues made of the similas dark ceiis and white cells as in the 

previous simulations are placed together side by side as shown in Figure 6.8 (a). It is 

assumeci that these three pieces of tissues fuse to each other to form a continuous 

aggregate. Similarly, one vertex h m  cell 1 and another h m  œll 2 are anchored to 

eliminate the free-body motion of the system, and there is no other external stimuli 

otherwise. When the aggregate is set to motion, each piece of tissue starts to round up 

due to the contractile forces on the periphery. Since dark cells are assigneci stronger 

forces on the periphery, they tend to move inwards of the tissue, while white cells such as 

16 and 36 crawling over dark ceUs on the edge (Figure 6.8 (b)). After a fairly long time 

(Figure 6.8 (c), 'F = 150), a monolayer of white ceils is f o n d  dong the upper part of the 

edge. engulling the dark cells. An equiiibrium state is teacheci when a layer of white cells 

completely engulf the cluster of dark cells (Figure 6.8 (d)). The newly reconstnicted 

tissue has a round shape. This sequence of tissue spreading mimics the behaviour of 

biological tissue spreading in vin0 (Steinberg, 1963) to a very signifïcant degree, 

suggesting that ceil sorthg and tissue spreading share the same mechanism. 

6.6 Other Cell Activities Cells Studied by Simulations 

Beside cell sorting and tissue spreading, there are other important ceil activities 

may be explained using the same mechanisms, depending on the developing stages and 

their histological position. This phenornena include dissociation of tissues, or so d e d  

ceil dispersal and checker-board formation (Glazier and Graner, 1993) 
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(a). T = O 

(b) r = 7.5 

(c) r = 150 

(d) r = 500 

Figure 6.8 Tissue Spreading Simulation 
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During sexuai maturation of the avian, ceils of its oviduct epithelium are found to 

rearrange in a patteni very simiiar to the checker-board, in which dark celis are 

surrounded by white œils and vice versa (Honda et al*, 1984; Honda and Yamanaka, 

1986). This phenomenon is known as checker-board formation. Within the same initial 

heterotypic aggregate. the checker-board pattern c m  be achieved by setting the unlilre c d  

interfacial force F d-1 to the lowest value. Figure 6.10 is the simulation result when the 

intexface forces are inthe fouowing ratios Fd-d : FI-1 : Fd-1 : Fd-* : F1-m = 1000 : 1000 : 

300 : 3000 : 3ûûû. It is obvious that dark c e h  tend to separate from dark ceils, white 

ce& from white cek. The result is a check-board pattern, 

T =  14 

Figure 6.9 Simulation of Checket-board Formation 
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6.7 Discussion 

These simulation show that dinerences in interfacial properties of a heterotypic œil 

aggregate cm drive ceil rearrangement and ce11 sorting. 

This is a generalization of the hypotheses outlined at the beginning of this chapter. 

In a monotypic c e U  aggregate, only tende forces are able to produce the protmsive 

behaviour in cells, as demonstrated in Figure 6.5. However, in a heterotypic aggregate, 

protnisive behaviour is observed in the presence of diffe~ntial contractile forces on the 

ceil surface. The implication of the term bbdifference in interfacial properties", can be 

ambiguous. From a mechanical prospective, this interfacial property means that the forces 

acting on the interfaces of adjacent celis and interfaces of celis and medium Vary, as is the 

case in the finite element cell mode1 used in t h .  work Essential aspects of cell sorting, 

tissue spreading and other behaviour of celis including check-board fornation and cell 

dispersal can be explained using this simulation rnodel. 

It is found that the simulation results M y  agree with predictions made by the 

diffenmtial surface contraction hypothesis (DCH). The parameters that produce ceil 

sorting in sections 6.4 and 6.5 are consistent with the two basic assumptions made by 

Harris (1975) (See p.100 of this thesis), the predicted requirements for cell sorting 

coincide with the parameters used in the simulation of cell sorting presented in The major 

drawback of the DCH. however, is that it does not predict complete soning, nor do the 

simulations in the present work. The expected complete sorting pattern has never been 

fully achieved, in spite of nurnerous attempts made with possible combinations of force 

parameters. 

The fundamental issue here is what it exactly is mean by "interfacial forces*' and 

what qualitative: relationship between the five force parameters for cornplete sorting to 
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happen. On the one hanci. the interfacial forces can be interpreted as the contractile forces 

exerted by CMBs. membrane forces, etc. It is possible that cells €rom different tissues or 

of d.erent  origins alter slightly their micro-components according to the histological 

position or developmental stages. On the other hand one has good reasons to believe the 

diffances in interfaciai forces used in this model are caused by the differential cell 

adhesions and the five force parameters Fd-d. Fd-w. .... are analogous to the reversible 

works Wa-, Wa-b. . ... used in Steinberg's elicitation of the DAH. Jf this is the case. the 

numerical values of the reversible works used in Glazier and Graner's model (1993, 1992) 

should be able to proportionally project into the five forces parameters. To verify this 

postulation. a simulation is catfied out. In the same initial configuration used in the ce11 

sorting simulation (Figure 6.6 (a)), the following ratio of forces are assigned to celi 

interfaces: Fdd : FW-, : Fd_, : Fd-rn : Fw-, = 200 : 1400 : 1100 : 1600 : 1600. ' k s e  

values are proportional to those of ieversible works in Glazier and Graner's model. They 

also satisfy the inequalities in equation 6.1 : 

According to DAH, these values should produce complete celi soriing. But the 

simulations in this work yields a very different equilibrium state. as show in Figure 6.10. 

Since the contractile force between dark and white cells are relatively weak, a chah of 

dark œiis can not round up to form a cluster. There is no sign that a compete sorting 

could ever be reached. 

In conclusion, in a heterotypic celi aggregate, differential contractile forces 

between different type of cell interfaces are SuffiCient to drive cell sorting, tissue 

spreading, ceil dispersal and checker-board formation. The type of ceii activities induced 

depends on the relationships between these interfacial forces. The correlation between the 
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relationships of five force parameters and tbe resuiting œll activities are s u m m e  m 

Figure 6.1 1 

Figure 6.10 Simulation Result USng DAH Vaiues 
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Fw-w- 

F d d  - 

fewer heterotypic contacts 

more heterotypic contacts 

Formation 
Cell Sorting and 
Tissue Spfeading 

Cdl Dispersal 

Figure 6.11 Correlation Between Intedixid Forces and Cell Actinties 
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Conclusions and Future 
Prospects 

The cell finite element formulation presented in this thesis makes realistic computer 

simulations of basic cell behaviour possible. These simulations can be a very powerful 

tool for testing hypotheses about the forces that drive specific ceii phenornenon. 

When iised to complement experimental studies that establish macro- and micm 

morphologies, rneasure forces, detail the kinematics of cell shape changes, movements and 

topological rearrangements, and pemirb normal activities surgically or using teratogens, 

they make possible quantum advances in scientific understanding. 

Simulations of monotypic celi sheets provide. for the fust t h e ,  a quantitative 

understanding of how bulk mechanicd properties of an embryonic tissue derive from cell 

components and cell remangement during the course of deformation. The mechanical 

effects of cell micro-structural properties such as  forces exerted by CMBs. microtubules 

and adhesion molecules on the cell surface, and the viscosity of cytoplasm on repuiation of 

ce11 shapes and buk stress-saain rate relationships are investigated in a systematic way. 

The simulation resuits establish a direct connection between cell micro-mechanics and the 

tissue macm-mechanics. 
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Simulations of heterotypic ceIl aggregates serve a sornewhat different purpose. A 

great deal about the kinematics of ceil activities including ceil rearrangement, sorting, 

tissue spreading and checker-board formation has k e n  leamed as a result of these 

computer simuktions. 

Perhaps more significantly, these simulations of cell activities show that a complex 

sequence of ceii movements and shape changes can be produced by a set of simple driving 

force. External controls are not always necessary. Instead, the ciifferences in interfacial 

forces between cek of different Ends are sutacient to produce protrusion and rounding of 

cells and determine the preferred positions for a specifk type of c e t  These simulaions 

also suggest that different sets of forces may act in parallel though not all may be 

apparent. Thus. redundant force generators may rernain undetected during normal 

morphogenesis. 

It is reasonable to expect that computer simulations wili becorne a standard 

research tool and that during the next several decades. they will be used to study all 

manner of morphogenetic processes. 

Ongoing advances in computer hardware and software wiU allow simulations of 

large number of cells, approaching the r d  number of c e h  involved in a biological organ 

or whole embryo. They will also make possible simulations that bridge iarger ranges of 

the scales s h o w  in Figure 1.4. 

In tirne. computer models that might be called 'tirtual ernbryos" will be developed. 

These will allow "virtual experiments" to be carrie!d out. Such virtud embryos will be 

especially useful for studies of human morphogenesis. 

In summary, the future of computer simulations of ceU activities and embryo 

rnorphogenetic processes looks very bright. Much remains to be learned about these 
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remarkabk developmental processes. and cornputer simulations are proving to be an ideal 

means to study them. 
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